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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is not easy to state precisely, and yet adequately, the mean
ing of rural community development. There is no precise and generally
accepted definition for it.

For instance, the authors of one. commu

nity development report defined it as a process during which people in
the small community first thoroughly discuss and define their wants and
then plan and act together to satisfy them. 1 While the emphasi_s here
· is all on the connnunity. others, however, would stress the development
agency's role.

Thus, at Cambridge, England, in 1948, it was defined

at a Conference of Colonial Administrators · as -follows:
A movement to promote better living for the whole community,
with the active participation and if possible, on the initiative
of the community, but if this· 'initiative is not forthcoming,
by the use of technique for arousing and stimulating it in
order to secure its active and enthusiastic response to the
movement • • • • It includes the whole range of development
activities in the districts, whether these are undertaken by
government or unofficial bodies.2
While the emphasis here is less on the community project, com
munity development is identified with almost any form of local better
ment which is achieved with the willing participation and cooperation

!Ji. � Mission
in� Caribbean

1 United Nations, Report
Organization and Development

March. 1953.

.Q11 Rura 1 Cornmunity
Area A.ru! Mexico: �.

2T. R. Batten, Communities and Their Development (London:
Oxford University Press, 1957). p. 1.

2

of the people.
On the other hand, Wayland

J.

Hayes distinguished between com

munity organization and community development.

He defined the former

as a means of collective action to achieve some end or purpose assumed
to be worthwhile, and the latter as being more embracing in its scope
and as providing a larger umbrella under which people can gather than
does community organization.3 To him, then, community refers to

people who identify themselves with a particular local area and with
purposes and actions to control or to develop t heir collective life
and interest.

To an Eastern Nigerian political leader, Dr. M. I. _Okpara, how

ever, · 0community development means self-help • . It means hard work freely
undertaken through the inspiration of a vision of a finer future for
our country. "4

These variations in the definitions of rural community develop
ment emphasize t he fact that different communities have different
needs, and also that the same community has different needs at differ
ent times.

The prevailing situation in a given community should deter

mine what action should be designed to benefit such a community. As
is shown in the statement of the problem which follows, this study
embodies almost all-of the definitions given here but with emphasis on
31rwin T. Sanders, .1b,g_ Community: An Introduction to l!,.Social
· system (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1958), pp. 390-391 .
4 Eastern Nigeria finistry of Internal A ffairs, "Community
Development in Eastern Nigeria, Official Document No. 20 (Enugu,
1962), p. 1 .
0

3

· directed rural community development.
Statement of the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to analyze rural development
and its implications in Eastern Nigeria in order (1) to find effective
ways of stimulating, helping, and teaching the people to adopt new
methods and to learn new skills� (2) to help them to adapt their way
of life to the changes they accept, or have had imposed upon them; and
(3) to ensure that the feeling or spirit· of community is not destroyed.
Need for the Stud�
Before October 1, 1960, when Nigeria became an independent
sovereign nation, the main emphasis in the development of the country
was on communications and material resources, most especially as these
related to the cities and towns .

There was much less emphasis on

small-scale development specifically related to the needs and welfare
of the people in their local communitieso· Consequently, some rural
communities tried, within the limits of their human and material re
sourc·es, to adapt themselves to change and to improve their way of
life without outside help of any kind; this kind of community self
development is exemplified by the Yoruba village of Aiyetoro in Western
Nigeria

O

Most sma11 communities• however, needed help to enable them

to adjust to the rapid changes that were taking place around them.
Such small communities in Eastern Nigeria are groups of people·-- in

some cases less than a hundred and at most a few thousand -- who live

and work together in villages or neighborhoods to which they belong.

4

Many of these groups still live in the main. according to tradition
and inherited custom, .and many of them are unprogressive by modern
standards.

While some of these communities have stay ed too isolated

from the cities and towns to be much affected by them, others have
held so strongly to their traditional beliefs and customs that they
have resisted attempts to change them.

Others have been too ignorant,

or too poor, to change their ways without outside help.

Moreover, some

changes have been known to cause new problems in some of these areas,
to the extent that people changed their farm implements but not their
methods of farming and were then threatened with soil erosion.

Others

used the schools to help their children find work in the cities and
towns.

In other words, they accepted enough change to upset their

traditional way of life without accepting the further changes which
would deal with its disorganizing e ffects.

Furthermore, people in the

rural communities of Eastern Nigeria feel that they ' belong' , and it
is mainly this sense of ' belonging_• that has kept them observing com
munity standards of conduct and behavior.

For centuries now, the

people have enforced t?e accepted group standards on one another.
Whenever such enforcements were disrupted by sudde ·n changes. either
SOGially, economically, or psychologically, these communities have
been observed to .,segment or to disintegrate.

In addition, rural com

munity development in Eastern Nigeria entails working in the many
places where economic development has arbitrarily brought together
people. from many different communities:

for instance , in farm settle

ments. on plantations, in towns, in industrial areas, and in some

5

rural resettlement areas.

Such places collect people out of their

rural communities without providing them with any real community in
which to live.
It is for these various reas�ns, therefore, that this study
concerns itself with-finding the most effective ways of not only stim
ulating, helping, and teaching these people to adopt new methods and
to learn new skills, but also helping them to adapt their way of life
to any changes that may eventually occur, without in any way disi-upting
their feeling of belonging or their spirit of community.
· this purpose, it

t\lclS

To achieve

necessary to consider many trends and principles

of rural community development and to recommend eventually the ones

that were likely to be most adaptable and mosi useful to situations in

Eastern Nigeria.
Two

limitations of this study are worth men�ioning here:

the

first one is the fact that rural community development in East�rn

Nigeria beaan only about two decades ago, and literature in the field
has been very scanty; the second limitation results from the inacces
sibility to the writer of more up-to-date materials on rural develop
ment programs being currently undertaken in various communities of
Eastern Nigeria, in spite of the Civil War now ravaging the whole
country.

Consequently, the rural community development trends and

p�inciples and the proposed process for introducing and inducing
change

in the r'ural communities of Eastern Nigeria, as shown in this

thesis,· are based mainly upon the combined experiences of a few
authors in the field . and those of the writer who, himself, has not

6

only been born and reared in a rural cqmmunity, but has also worked
with the rural people for many years.

The importance for this study

to Eastern Nigeria cannot be overemphasizedo

J. ';�
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CHAPTER II
PRESENT SITUATION IN EASTERN NIGERIA
Location and Size
Eastern Nigeria is situated at the southeastern end of the
Lower Niger, a river which forms a natural boundary between the Eastern
and the Midwestern regions of Nigeria.

The Eastern Region is bounded

on the north by Northern Nigeria, on the west by Midwestern Nigeria,
on the east by the Cameroun Republic, and on the south, by the Bight
of Biafra, bordered by the Atlantic Ocean.

The Region occupies a

total land area of 29,484 square miles and has a population of well
over 14 million people.

Eastern Nigeria is entirely within the tropics, but while the
climate of the southern part is tropical, that of the northern zone is
sub-tropical.

There are only two main seasons in both secors -- the

dry season and the rainy season.

In the northern area (exemplified by

Ogoja and Obudu), the dry season is of a longer duration than it is in
the South where it lasts from October to Aprilo

In the South, the

rainy season is from May to October, with a break in mid-August and
September .

A principal feature of the Region's dry season is the

harmattan -- a dry, northeasterly wind blowing from the Sahara and
carryfog with it fine particles of sand in a haze which temporarily
blots out th� sky.

During this period� moreover, the riights and early

8

mornings are cold, while the days are very hot .

The severity of the

harmattan is greatest and longest in the northern part but reduces both
in duration and in intensity towards the coast, being hardly felt in
Port Harcourt for more than a few days in December .
In the South the annual rainfall is between 60 and 150 inches.
T_he coastal belt is hot and humid all the year round and has the high
est rainfall.

Northwards, the relative humidity remains high, drop

ping only during the harmattan period, from December to February.

In

the South, temperatures range between 70° and 75 ° F. in the early
morning and between 80° and 90° F. in the afternoon.

The northern

area is drier, with an annual rainfall varying from 20 to 50 inches;
temperatures range between 55° and 75° F. in the early morning and
between 85 ° and 105 ° F. in the afternoon.

The hottest months of the

year are March and April, and the wettest months are May , June, and
October.
Vegetation and Soil
The vegetation consists of a coastal belt of mangrove S¾�mps at
the base, followed by a belt of tropical rain forest of between 50 and
100 miles in width.

This is succeeded by a narrow belt of tropical

grasslands covering much of the northern half of the Region.

North

of this is the Savanna with dry open woodland.
The soils of the Region run very much according to its vegeta
tion ty pes, and in some areas, are in patches.

Thus, along the coastal

zone, tidal swamps interspersed by creeks and rivers predominate.

In

9

the tropical forest belt, the soils range from the very poor, sandy,
and porous types around Enugu to the extremely rich and fertile volcani·c soils of the Anambara-Ikom plantations.

From this part north

wards, th·e soils decrease in quality, terminating in the very open
Savanna areas, the soils of which are sandy and porous due to exces
sive lateral, vertical, and sheet erosions.
The Rural Community and Its Characteristics in };astern. Nigeria
Like other rural communities in various parts of the developing
world, a rural community in Eastern Nigeria suffers from certain in
herent characteristics; namely , such a community has essentially no
power to levy taxes.

It is at the mercy of national or regional gov

ernment for all major and most minor developmental funds, including
those for schools and for paying teachers.

Thus, any project that

costs much money must be financed from outside the community.

More

over, the community government is truncated, for only the most minor
decisions can legally be made, and elected commun ity leaders are re
luctant to push beyond the defined limits of their authority.

Further

more, populations here are mostly illiterate, and as such, people are
often uncritical in their judgments; rumors and gossip run rife.
Likewise, leadership patterns are poorly developed, and very often the
- most competent people avoid entangling themselves in leadership squab
bles.

Thus, there is a traditional cooperation laden with suspi cion

and inarticulation as people fear cooperation will enable their poten
tial rivals to take advantage of them.. From the economic viewpoint,

10

the rural community is considered as part of ·the depressed area of a
nation, for it cannot really count on the channelling of much help

from· other parts of the country. Along with this notion is the fact
that basic technical services are either completely lacking or are
sometimes poorly developed; even if the community defines its needs,
it cannot often get the outside support it wishes.

Strictly speaking,

then, what are sometimes called 0 felt needs" of the rural community
very frequently turn out to be those needs recognized as such by na
tional planners, and not necessarily those that can legitimately be
regarded as major needs of the rural area.
Diffusion of New Ideas
During the colonial days, colonial administrators in Eastern
Nigeria saw literacy campaigns as the spearhead of progress in the
rural communities, but since Nigerian independence, experience has
led indigenous Eastern Nigerian administrators to take a more sober
view.

This is especially true of some remote villages where there

·is no. widespread "lingua franca," where it is difficult and costly

to produce and circulate books, where most so called literates are

slow and stumbling readers, and where, indeed, many people still can
not read at all.
Fortunately, it is now a well-known fact that the printed word
is only one way of reaching people with new ideas, and that it is not
necessarily the best, even for people who can read and write.

Its

disadvantage is that it is difficult to explain new ideas clearly and
briefly if only words are used, and harder still when the words are in

11

books which, unlike teachers or change agents, cannot answer questions
or clear up misunderstandings.

Consequently, the three social insti

tutions of the family, the religion, and the.government and its agen
cies, render the most visible services in disseminating new ideas and
new practices to the rural people of Eastern Nigeria.

Religious de

nominations and families cooperate through church and local organi
zations to plan and execute rural community development projects.
11uch of the diffusion work, however, is left to the government and its
agencies, the most active of which are the Ministries of Community
Development, Agriculture, Information, and Local Government. Apart
from reaching the rural community people through various other ways

like local councils, district councils, customary courts, cooperatives, ·
schools and adult education centers, these Ministries have one other

thing in common and that is, use of pictures in the diffusion of new
ideas.

Pictures can often convey meanings better than words, espe

cially if the pictures are drawn to represent ideas and relations
between ideas as clearly and simply as possible.

It was with this

notion in mind that the· government of the Eastern· Regio•n of Nigeria

published hundreds of small books and posters in collaboration with

the Isotype Institute of Great Britain. 5 Each book ·was issued in·

several of the main languages of the region, and on each page was a
large picture accompanied by one or two lines of text.

Most of the

meanings were contained in the pictures which were carefully related
5T. R. Batten, Communities and Their Development (London:
Oxford University Press, 1 957), p. 1 46.
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to one another and to the local culture. The words , moreover, were
few a nd presented no difficulty to the learner o

Even the illiterate,

once he had the pictures expla i ned to him, could go on studying and
learning from the pictures without troubling about the text.

Isotypes

make books more useful as carriers of ideas by conveying meanings in
p ictures wh ich even illiterates can understand.
On the other hand, broadcasting avoids the barrier of illiter
acy altogether, for radio programs can be heard by people who ca nnot
read .

They are especially useful for reaching small and scattered

populations whom it would be expensive to try to educate by any other
means.

In spite of its great advantages, however, broadcasting did

not present an easy solution to problems of influencing adults in the
rural areas, even where people could listen to the programs.

Suc h

programs would only be effective if people could be attracted to
l isten to them , could understand them, and could see how they could
apply the lessons of the programs to their daily lives .

Broadcasting,

1 ike the printed word, i s• ma inly useful for introducing people to new
ideas and preparing them for rihange.
This is also true of films, and the government Ministries men
tioned a·bove, now use some kind of mobile cinema for showing films to
people in the villages.

Films have many advantages over print and

broadcasting a s a means of propaga nda.

Film shows are popular in

rural areas so that there is usually no difficulty in collecting
crowds and focus s ing the i r attention on the screen ; and the film, it

13

i s often believed , is a good medium for telling a story which appeals
to the emotions of the audience.

The Nigerian films -- Smal lpox and

Daybreak il !J.gj_, and the Ghanaian film, Adu of Kod j okurum -- are of ·
this category.

Unfortunately, because of the high c osts i nvolved in

film produc tion and in training and maintaining technicians to operate
film units, the cinema as a medium of diffusion of new ideas still
has only limited use.
Another process usually employed by the Extension Service,
Ministry of Agriculture is teaching by demonstration .
consists of two sub-processes :

(1 )

This teaching

the Method Demonstration which

deals with showing people how to carry out a given practi�e . either
on their farms or in their homes ; and ( 2 ) the Resuit Demonstration
which portray s the results of recommended practices in comparison to
former practices, under existing conditions.
The Eastern Nigeria Government Policy on Rural Community Devel
opment can be summarized in the words of one of its leade rs, Dr.
Michael Okpara, "We believe that our policy of sel f-help must affect
the whole range of government policy.

It is essential that the activ

ities of all Ministries should recognize the need to help first those
who help themselves.
a

Our second principle is that there must also be

Ministry c harged with responsibili ty for spec i alized aspects of com

munity development, such as training , the employment of multi-purpose
workers and the like. '' 6

6 Eastern Nigeria Mini stry of Int erna l ·A ffairs , ttCommunity
Develo pment in Ea stern Nigeria , " Off i c i al Doc ment No . 2 0 (Enu gu,
1962 , p . 4 .
216133
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While the people of Eastern Nigeria believed tha_t rural commu
nity development was an appropriate instrument of change because it
used traditional African means to achieve modern ends, strengthened
the ties joining the members of their village communities, and sup
posedly , advanced human dignity. there still existed certain factors
that tended to promote or to negate the people ' s efforts toward reason
able realization of their developmental goals.
considered in Chapter III in the next section.

These factors are
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CHA PTER I I I
FA CTORS INFLUENCING RURA L DEVELOPMENT IN FASTffiN NIGffi IA
Commun i cation Media
The essence of community , as John Dewey s uggested, is communi�

cati_on. 7 This is true in that without communication there cannot be
the usual interaction by whic h common understa ndings, common life,
and common values are established .

Thus, communication portrays a

process by wh i ch the area of common understanding and shared values
is widened in the community.

On the other hand, effective communi

c ation within a rural community, or between community groups, depends
very muc h on the quality of relationships between the people in

volved . 8 Thus, in Nigeria where tribal and political rivalry created
petty squabbles, upheavals, fear, aggression , and distrust, communi
cation was far less effective than it would have been had there been
more friendliness, mutual respect, and trust.

Neither the regional

nor the federal government leaders, nor even the l ocal community
leaders thought it important · enough to create a social climate which

was necessary for useful and integra ted communication.

Consequently,

messages tended to move more effectively through accepted and reliable
c ha nnels than through new channels.

For instance. rural community

7 Murray G. Ross, Community Orqani zati on (New York:
R ow, Publishers, 1 967), p. 1 81 .

Ha rper &

8Jaque s Elliot, .1llil Cha nging Culture of .a Fa ctory (Tavistock
Publications , 1 951 ), p. 301.
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people accepted more easily whatever information they obtained from
their neighbors than they did information f�om_a� _outsi.der.
One of the most effective communication devices in such a situ
ation is the pilot proj ect, in which the problem is worked out on a
small scale by the people who will later · decide whether to expand the
range and size of the project. It was for this reason that the
Olokoro Farmer-Level Project was established by the Ministry of Agri
culture, Eastern Nigeria.
purposes:

This project

\va S

created to serve two main

(1 ) to afford students of Extension· at the School of Agri

culture some practical experience in extension work; and ( 2) to bring
nearer home a collecting ground for a large number of farmers from the
l ocal community and thus creating for the first time, the spirit of
participation.

Clearly then, this pilot project provided an opportu

nity for the people to see and hear (pe rhaps to feel) at first hand
the nature of an idea, technique, . or operation with which there had
previously been little experience and about which communication was
extremely difficult. In short, it provided for participation, demon
stration, - and understanding in a way that was difficult to anticipate
or to predict.
With the widespread acquiring of cheap transistor radios, more�
over. a special program, "The Radio Farmer, " was introduced and spon

sored in most of the radio studios and television cha nnels .

During

·the schedules, extension officers, or any government officials who
had information or ideas to convey to the people, did so .

Every talk

given during the period was translated into the various vernaculars of
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the region.

Like other types of mass media, radio and television pro

grams were only useful in c alling farmers ' attention to new ideas but
not in persuading them to accept such ideas.

Unlike radios, .which

were available in almost every family, television sets were still re
garded as 1 uxuries, for only the very well-to-do families (especially
those in cities) could afford them.

The government, however, installed

television sets in some local schools and councils in most communities .
In spite of these efforts, it was still impossible to get a sufficient
number of farmers to participate actively ; reports received from a
number of extension workers loc ated all over the region showed that
only a few farmers even had the time to remain home during the program
schedule.

Others, particularly those living in the remotest parts of

the region , did not see any sense in listening to a " Farmer0 that could

only be heard and not be seen .

Thus, owning a radio was one thing and

listening to it, or adopting any practices taught by it was yet another.
Farm magazines served a limited purpose here, for most of the
community people were illiterates.

Posters were comparatively more

useful than magazines in portraying ideas and meanings to farmers.
Mere possession of magazines and posters did not necessarily mean adop
t i o n or acceptance of new ideas and prac tices.

This applied also to

bulletins published by the A gricultural College and the Ministry of
Agric ulture.
C ounty A gent or Extension Worker

Not very many farmers favored going to an extension agent or
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extension worker for advice.

In fact, trained extension agents were

so few that each of them had to be assigned to manage provinc es of wel l
over two mil lion inhabitants.

Consequentl y , onl y very few farmers

coul d be reached, and even when this happened , not ��uch could be done
to follow up action in seeing to it tha·t those who showed signs of
accepting new practices were encouraged.

The fact that most Extension

programs were al ways formulated by high officials of the Extension
Service Sector of the Ministry of A gricul ture and pushed unto the
l ocal farmers, made most local community inhabitants feel unconcerned
. about such programs.

Farmers' participation in drawing up their own

program right from the grass-root stage was very necessary to enlist
their ful l c ooperation at the execution stage. · While it coul d be said
that a farmer could be an Extension Agent's friend without in any way
adopting practices recommended by the agent , it c oul d a l so be con
tended that the more farmers contacted by an Extension A gent the greater
the chances that such farmers would endeavor to adopt new practices
taught them.

A part from extension workers , there were other change

agents such as missionaries , Peace Corps vol unteers . and l ocal com
munity vol unteers.

The

numbers of these agents, however, were too

small to be of much consequence in disseminating new ideas and new
prac tices to peopl e scattered in the vast but remote areas of the
region.
Agri c ultural Show or Fiel d Day A ttend anc e

While this event showed some enc ouragement , it did not in · any
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way mean that everybody present at the show was interest ed _ in adoptin g
new ideas.

This emanated from the fact that people from different

areas of the region, as well as people from all works of life, assem
bled in the shows and exchanged views and information.

Moreover, in

addition to agricultural exhibitions there were on display some . tradi
tional dances and thrilling acrobatic s which in themselves, drew larger
crowds than those seen around the agricultural booths .

Some compet

i tive sports for school children were also organized, and these sport
events equally attracted lar ge crowds from far and wide.

Once again,

then, while it would not be . right to assume that atteridance of such
shows as those mentioned here meant adoption or accepta nce of new

i deas and new practices , it c ould be said , however, that it portrayed
some elements of potential adopters .
Social Cha racteristics of the R ura l People9
By examining the rural community inhabitant in his social and
economic context it was possible to explore his accessibil ity to and
exploi tation of information about re commended practices and ideas.
Many things were involved here, but some of them were more important
than others .

Thus, the ethnic group, or even the religious group to

which a fa rmer belon ged did not influence his willingness or unwil l
i ngness to accept new pra ctices.

Thi s was so because t he maj ority of

t hese people were of a fairly homogeneous populati on, differing only
M. Foster , Tra d i t i onal Cult ure s : fil1S.f. the Impa ct of
Tec hnological Cha n ae (New York : Harper & Row, 196 2), p. 1 84 .
9 George
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i n their . personalities.

Moreover, there were no other nationai'ities ·

living in these areas; the only people of different ethnic origin were
a few missionaries and volunteer workers.

Likewise . religious affili

ations mattered not to these rural people, for they often felt that
the ultimate decision to adopt or to refuse any new practices was
solely their own business and their business alone.

It was not only

that many of these people were not Christians but also that almost all
of them regarded every other person outside their group as an agent of
·t he government possibly sent to exploit the rural people.

Another factor considered was whether or not work and residence
experience of the rural inhabitant influenced his decision to adopt
new practices.

This also did not make much difference, for having

been exposed to the same rural environment and to the same age-long,
traditional practices . everybody knew almost as much as every other
person.

While, however, there were possible differences in adoption

rates in favor of the groups with wider eiperience, such differences
c·ould not be taken as significant in that they were not' measured
statistically .
It woul d norma l ly have been thought that differences in age wou� d
lead to differences in adoption rates in the sense that younger people
often assumed to be more liberally minded woul d adopt or accept new

practices faster than older people who, usual ly would be regarded as
more conservative.

This notion was not the same with the rural people

of Eastern Nigeria ; the opposite was the case.

The older the farmer

grew the more experienced he became in the customary ways of doing
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thingso Moreover, sin ce the older rural person had better command of
land and ot her material resources, and in addition, was exposed to more
varied experiences, there was the possibility that he would be more
adaptable to new pra ctices than a younger person.

The little differ

ences mentioned here, however, were only inferred and not measured .
Educat i on.

Education was-- one of · the immediate needs of the

region -- including the rural communiti es.

This was so because the

people ' s development plans depended ) t POn an ever-increasing supply of
educated persons at ma ny different levelso In addition, the region' s
plans for building a democratic society required an educated electorate .
Consequently, the Government of Eastern N igeria devoted 40 per cent of
its budget

an annual total of well over twenty million dollars to

education.

The basis of this educa t i onal progra m rested on th e primary

school system, the total enrollment of which amounted to a bout one and

one-half mill ion pupils in 7 , ooo· primary schools o

These schools were

situated in every village, and the village communities were staunch

al lies in carry i n g through the plans. During the colonial days , educa

tion in E astern Nigeria wa s in compatible with rural life.

Peas ant

agriculture, dominant in the rural communities, had nothing -to offer to

.Y oung school leavers who ru shed to white collar jobs in government
depart ments.

The average school leaver, therefore, regarded the life

of a peasant farmer as a terrible bore, and peasant fariing, as full of

uncer tainties.

In the light of t his, t he exodus of school leavers from

the rural areas to the big towns con t i nued to increase at an increasi ng
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rate .

It could be s a id, then, that a s fa r as a doption of new practice s

was concerned , education play ed very little part i n influencing a farm
er' s decision o

Subsistence farming bas ed on traditional practice s did

not demand much modern education.

All tha t was required of a youn g

rural inhabitant was traditional education ba sed on obs ervation and
imitation.

As Nigeria began mana ging her own affairs in 1960, educa

tional plan s (adult education) became more widespread in the r ural com
munities of Eastern Ni geria o

It still remained to be seen, however,

whether education would play any major role in promoting or in mi li
tating against these rural people' s adoption rate s .
Social Parti c ipa t i o n.

On the other hand, the rural inhabitant' s

formal soc i.al participation -- in most are a s organized in age- groups -
tended to influence his adoption decision.

Like most other reference

groups, thes e age-group s ha d much influence on their members, and thi s
influence could be either for or a gain st adoption of new practices .
On e prom i nent advanta ge in this was that whenever a few members of the
groups adopted any ·new measures or practices, · many others _joined be caus e
of the competitive spirit tha t was rampart in their patterned activities.
Thus, it cou l d be seen even from casual obs ervation that rural farmers
with high adopt i on prospects were more active in s ocial organizations
and tended, comparative l y , to participate more widely in a ge-group
activitie s than non-members.

Since chan ge a gents -- extension workers,

mis sionarie s, and local vol unteer workers -- often channeled their
actions and programs through these orga n i zed groups , it could ea sily be

. ..
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assumed that such wider social partic ipation tended to expose a farmer
to a wider range of ideas. and hence prepared him to adopt more new
practi ces.
Farm Organizations.

The same thing happened in the case of

membership in farm organizations.

This was demonstrated by the fact

that memb�rship i n the two largest farm organizations found here
The Poultry Farmers' A ssociation and the Rice-Mill-Owners.. Union
were respected for very high adoption rates.

Thi s also m i ght be inter

preted as an expression of social participation . for there was often
a concerted willi ngness to try_ new idea� even at a time when risks for
the unknown were heavy and enormous .

With every member of these farm

organizations being willing to adopt new practices, these partic i pant·s
made visible economic progress that tended to enc ourage them in their
efforts to abandon traditional practices.
further reinforced the adoption capability
organizations.
Level of Living.

This economic strength has

of

the members of the farm

The . next factor c onsidered was the level of

living of the rural inhabitant.

This factor could hardly be seen

u nless given a more intensive , closer study.

People who adopted and

tried new pra ctices were not necessarily those who had the highest

level of living in the commu.nity.

In fac t, some of the richest farmers

were among the most conservative in the region.

Yet, while it could

be agr eed that a farmer with a higher socio-econom i c sta tus would be

more di sposed to change than one with a lower status, it. was difficult
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to isolate this one factor from many other possible factors.
Characteristi cs of Fa rm Opera ting Unit and A doption
Among the important factors considered in this study for their
role in influencing a doption was the size of operating unit. · In the
rural communities of Eastern Nigeria, units of farms, measured in ac res,
were fragmentary and scattered. Apart from large plantations and com
munal farmlands which belonged to either cooperative societies or com
munities, no single farmer could boast of owning large enough acres of ·
farmland to significantly allow for trials of the unkriown.

Moreover,

shifting cultivation begun here since the making of man managed to
c hange place with another type, an alternation of cropping and fallow,
which has remained an essential feature of the agricultural economy
of most of the rural c ormnuni ties of Eastern Nigeria.

There was in

practice a common rotational pattern in which yam, maize (corn) , and
other minor intercrops were plan_ted in the first year, followed there

after b_y cassava, whic h could be harvested progressively from the
twelfth month until the land reverted to bush fallow.
yea rs of fallow ranged from two to seven years.
widely used ; this was not economically feasible.

Usually �he

Fertilizer was ,iot
A man farmed in order

to feed his family a nd to ma ke some little money that would enable him
to pay his tax .

Gross farm income was, therefore, very meager and

extremely discouraging by modern standards.

In the rice-growing a reas

where vast swamps were being cul tivated two times a year, fa rmers were
more prone to adopting new practices than the ordinary farmers mentioned earlier in ihis thesis.
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Land Tenure.

Land tenure system remained the greatest impedi

ment to successful commerc ial agriculture in Easter n Nigeria.

Land

was generally scarce in the region i communal rights to land were ill
defined, and individually owned plots were frequently found i n frag
mented holdings.

Moreover, there was always some highly emotional

attitude tmvard land , as demonstrated by most farmers. Any attempt
to alter existing land tenure customs often raised some grave suspi
cion and distrust.

In the circumstance, even a progressive farmer

owned scattered and uneconomic plots , and his hold i ngs on communal
lands were usually allotted him for two or three-y ear periods only.
Consequently , the system did not allow enough time for trials of new
practices, not would a tena nt risk investing his money in land from
which he would be driven away two years later.
Diversificati on .

Diversification played little or no part at

all in determining the farmer' s adoption decisions.

Rural farmers

carried out their diversification practic es merely by planting yams ,
cassava, c ocoyam, and perhaps , peanuts -- al l planted separately or
mixed up as major and minor crops.

The opera tional and cul tural

practices involved in raising these cr ops were virtually the same and

we re as traditional as ever.

Since this meager diversification of

crops did not ent ail a lar ge acreage of land , nor did it make any

di ffere nce in the farmer ' s attit ude , it could only be said that any
farmer willing to adopt new practic es might do so with other possible
factors in mi nd and was not necessarily infl uenced by diversification
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alone.
Record - Keeping .

Farm record-keeping, whi le considered t o be

an important potenti al factor in channeling a farmer' s adoption deci
sion, could be more so termed only when associated w i th large scale
or commercial undertak i ngs -- including farmi ng .

But farming in the

rural communities of Eastern Nigeria could not, by world standards,
be descri bed as commerc i al .

As has already been mentioned in this

thesis, farmi ng in the region was still on the subsistenc e level
stage, with farmers and thei r fam ilies living from hand to mouth .
Farming opera tions were not underta ken for profit; they were merely
c arried out as a routine designed to keep life goi n g .

Such operationi ,

moreover, were so simple that a farmer could tell offhand the ty pes
and numbers of crops pla nted on his farms .

In add i tion , s i nc e these

farmers were mostly i lli terates, farm record-keeping wa s out of the
question .

Under the s i tuation descri bed here, then, a farmer made

his de c i sions in respe ct to adop tion as a result of other possi ble
considerations, probably , that of farm record-keeping not inclusive.
Personalit Orientation s

a nd A d o

t i on

The relationshi p of per sonali ty orientations to adoption of

new ideas and pra ctic es came next i n the cont i nued attempts to find
fac tors that played t he grea t e s t role i n influ enc ing rural inhabitants
o f Eastern Ni geri a in the i r
. R e fer e nc e

Gr oups .

adopt i o n

Refe renc e

de c isi ons.

gr o up s - - n o t a bly ,

village-groups
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age-groups, a nd councils of elders -- had th e tendency to influence
adopt ion dec i s ions of their fellow rural inhabitants.

This was pos

s i ble due to the fact that almost all of the people i n these commu
nities trac ed the ir descent to a commo n ancestor.

The ties of blood

were re inforced by the constant contact whi ch came of village, rural
life.

'I'hus, a child passed through the stages marked by such isolat ed

life in company of his contemporaries.

With the onset of ma nhood, the

child and his colleagues were initiated into an age-grade of young
men as designed by th e trad i t i ons of the land .

As the years advan ced,

· and death thinned the ranks of his age-grade, he gradually a cquired the
prestige of a n elder a nd joined the council of the s enior men who con
trolled th e a ffa i rs of the rural cownunity. The typical vi llage or
rura l communi ty i n East ern Ni geria wa s , therefore , a self-sufficient
unit, both economi cally a nd soci ally.
tern.

Life followed an a ge-old pat

The bonds of community loyalty were very stron g .

Added to this

was the fact that most land belon ged to the community and· was divided
out annually by the elders among those who wished to farm o

Thus, by

both loyalty and self-inter e st, a ma n was tied to h i s v i llage commu
nity where hi s simple needs wer e met, and where his life moved stead
i l y in grooves already worn smooth by the customs of ma ny, past cen

tur i e s.

Identif i ca t i o n with local groups was a common practice.

Rura l

comm unity inha b ita nts o ft en ident i fied th emselves with their imm ediate
comm un it ies, ne i ghborhood, than they did with communities farther

away from their own

0

Such extreme interest in local affairs by the

r ura l p eop le - c ould influenc e them into accept in g or refusin g new
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practices.

What individuals did depended very much on the collective

action of other members of the group.

In a society where the citizen

st ill had to shoulder his own social and economic wel fare, it was
axiomatic that such an individual should have some form of secur ity

· and dependency.

in the community .

Various local groups grew up to serve t h is purpose
The influence of these local groups was e normous,

and the failure of the teachin gs of early missionaries was attr ibuted
to the fact that most of these missionaries began first by aimin g at
destroy ing existing local groups instead of workin g through them.
H igh local group identification ,· therefore . could be negatively asso
ciated w ith adoption in the sense that inost of these local groups were
more traditionally oriented than they were modern.
Membership in agricultural organizations often enhanced the
farmers' chances of adopting new practices .

Examples have been given

in this thesis of the way members of the Poultry Farmers' Association
and the Rice-Mill Owners • Un ion have progressed because of the ir more
l iberal, more dy namic practices . The wr iter happened to have worked

with members of these two agr i cultural organizations and could , there

fore, testify in person that the people were most amenable to change.

They w ere often the firs t groups to accept new var_ ieties of seeds.
seedli n gs . and practices such as usin g modern techniques and skills

for farmin g operations.

It was easier for them to assemble in their

meeting places to li sten to the addresses of the technicians than for
non-members.

Their willin gness to listen to technical advice and their

readiness to put such advice into practice attracted many government
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officials to the two agricultural organizations .

Their concerted

actions, from the raising of their crops to the selling of their
farm products, and above all, their ability and willingness to assem
ble their resources gave these organizations an economic positi on
that was difficult to beat.

Thus, the ·more ident_i fi ed members were ·

with these agricultural organizations, the higher their rate of
adoption.
R igidity, Flexi bility and Adopti on
Analysis and evaluation of thi s factor was limited to a con
sideration o f the farmer' s atti tude toward credit and how this influ
enced his adoptio n decisions.

The rural Eastern Nigerian was cond i �

tioned by his colonial mas ter s into developing cold attitudes toward
credit . All productio n cred it faci l ities were in the hands of ex
partriate citizen s who were more interested in what benefited their
home country (Great Brita i n ) than they were in that of a colonial
country -- Nigeria .

It was no wonder, · then, that the British banks

i n Nigeria, for instan ce, the Barclays Ba n k and the Ban k of British

West Africa, made loans available o nly to such commercial firms as

the United Africa Company (U.A . C . ) , the John-Holt, and the Shell Oil

Comp any, all of which belonged to British subjects.

When loans were

ext ended to indigenous Nigeria n busines s men, if at all, they were

lo ans not only loaded with very exorbi tant intere st rates but also

designed to promot e the busine s s intere sts of the British connnercial

firms . Agriculture

\\Ta S

not gi ven any attent i on except where it ·
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concerned the establishment of rubber and oil palm plantations , also
owned by British companies o

This kind of official attitude toward

agriculture undoubtedly discouraged rural community farmers .

Lack

of funds and the d ifficulty of obtaining loans from commercial sources
of cr edit held back many far-sighted and energetic men and women in
the region. People might have l and , labor, skill , and experience but
were without capital to improve and develop these resources .

With the

assumption of power by indigenous Nigerians , however , a new e ra of prog
ress was ushered in the country .

Two local banks - - the African

Continental Bank and the United African Ban k -- were established to
cater to the i nterest of the Nigerian people o

To provide the people

with this sorely needed capital, the Eastern Nigeria Legislature passed
a law in 1 9 63 establishin g a Fund for Agricultural and Industrial

Development (F.A. I. D.) within the governmental framework . About
Consequently, many
$4 , 500 , 000 was allocated to the whole scheme. 1

°

types of production credits were set up , such as sale of supplies and
equipment on credit to be repaid in farm produce . This kind of pro
duction credit ��s used effectively in many parts of Eastern Nigeria .
It had the advantage of relieving the farmer of uncertainty about the
price which he coul d get for his harvest out of which to repay the loan
in cash .

He might purchase improved seed varieties (rice or corn ) , or

fertilizer, knowing how much grain or other produce he must give in
l O FAID For Loans : An Eastern Nigeria Government Scheme, "
Officia l D9c urn e n t Ng_. ,?_ (Enugu, 1965) • P• 1 .
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payment for it after harvest time.
vised credit .

The second type was known as stiper

This combined production credit with technical help to

the farmer using it. A trained government agent first hel ped the farmer
to make a production plan for his farm business for the coming year.
This plan included the amounts of seeds, fertilizers , · implements, and

other necessary materials to be purchased and the cost of each.

It

often included an estimat of the amount to be spent on hired l abor a s
well as an estimate o f the amount of credit needed to finance these
expenditures and the value of the increased harvest.

On the basis of

this farm plan, credit was ext �nded to the farmer either in cash or in
kind.

The credit agent v i s i ted the farmer from time to time, helping

him use efficiently the supplies and equipment financed by the loan.
Many farmers borrowed freque nt ly to meet urgent farm needs, but many
of them did not like to borrow unless it was absolutely necessary.
Farmers' attitude toward credit changed considerably for good. and
this somehow increased their adoption ra tes.
Role of Exten sion Education i n Adoption

Remarkable progress has been made in establish ing extension edu-

cation in Eastern Nigeria. In fact, E xtension Organization was set up
as far back as 1929.

So far, the or ganization' s pro gr ams have had

little impact on adoption of improved practices in the rural community.

�wo major limitations l\Jere responsi ble for this :

(1 )

an insufficient

number of well-train ed extension person nel ; and (2 ) lack of effective

me ans of communicating with and motivating rur al populations

0
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Numbers of extension workers were woefully inadequate, but this
was only part of the whole story, for this lack of success might also
be attributed to the over rapid initiation and expansion of extension
education programs.

Moreover, not only were many of these staffs in

adequately train ed (crash courses offered ), but also the urgent nature
of some programs forced them to cope with ill-planned activities.
Thus . the desire for max imum impact in minimum time encouraged the
establishment of an extension organization which generally was admin

istered independently of resear ch institute and Agricultural _Colleg· e.
This was not conducive to good coordination. 1 1
Extension has failed t o· meet its · goals partly because of major

obstacles in the rural commun i t ies of Eastern Nigeria.

They included:

traditions impeding progres s ive change ; low status of agriculture and
farm people ; lack of appropriat e credit institutions and farmer incen
tives ; little or no repre ·entation of farmers in the political power
s tructure ; lack of understandin g by national leaders of extension ' s

potentials and requirement s ; inadequate protection from political inter
ference ; human resource defi ciencies, including illiteracy and poor

facil ities; inefficient transportation and communications with isolated

farm and rural families ; lack of complete packages of improved produc

tion practices ; and extension personnel with insufficient training in
crop and animal management.

Consequen tly, the know-how, show-how con

c ept has been no more successful in extension · than in research.
llNotes by Dr
of T exas.

O

Reagan Brown , Extension Sociologist, University
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It was not all extension me thod s that could work successfu lly
in Eastern Nigeria.

As a result of this, the gross con cepts of exten

sion that had been borrowed in toto from other parts of the world ex
perienced some setbacks, for no ad aptive res earch was d one to discover
and refine effective teaching and communicating methods for the rura l
communities o

Exper ience has shown a number of characteristics which

a farmer education program must have if it is to succeed

o

Mosher has

outlined these as follows :
It must go to farmer s where they are ; it must be specific
to farmers ' present i nt erests and needs ; it must respect the
fact that farmers are a d ults ; it must be fitted into times
when farmers are not too busy ; the unit of instruction for
teaching and learnin g mu st in most cases be . a particul ar new
or changed practice ; it mus t be a c compa n i ed by immed iate
opportunities for farmer s to try out the new method s taught;
each new or changed pra ct ice proposed must be technically
sound and economi ca l ly profitable ; farmers need encoura gement
to exper iment. 1 2
This set o f guid e l ines, adapted to local coi1d i t i o n s , will need
extensive tria l .

Such. gu idelines , badly l acking in the E a stern

Nigerian Ext e n s i o n Education pro grams would surely _ improve adoption
potent i a ls of the peop l e s hould they be tried over there o . There wa s
every pos sib i l ity of th ings improving more rapidly - as a resul t of
many Unit ed States trained extens ion spe cia l ists of Eastern Nigerian
or i gin going back home in gre at number s.

It cou l d only be sa i d in t he circu mstance, that extension education in Eastern N i ger ia was s loNlY makin g some impact in the lives
ent ial s for
· 1 2A. T . Mo sher, Gett i nJI Aqr_i c u l tuJ,.g, r.Jov i n � : Es s Prae
ger ,
A
ck
i
er
Fred
D ev e l o me n t a nd Mod er n i za t i o n ( New Yor k_:
Pub l i s hers , 1966 ) , P o 60 .
0
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o f t he farmer s , even t ho u gh t h i s wa s meager, a nd a l s o t ha t t he cha nces
of t he r ura l p e op l e be i n g more amenable t o ext en s i o n pro grams a nd pra c
t i c e s wer e extr emely br i gh t a nd encoura gi ng .

W i t h farmer s ' p art i ci p a 

t i o n i n ext e n s i o n pro grams and a c t i v i t i e s , i t wa s a n t i c i p a t ed t ha t
farmer s ' adopt i o n d e c i s i o n s wou ld improve c o n s i d era bly .
Ina d equa t e Mar ke t i ng.µ ,Pr o ce s sJ.n.rr., Storage, a nd D i s tr i but i o n
Fa c i l i t i e� .

Fur t hermor e , i nad equa c i e s were fou nd i n t he ma r ket i ng ,

pr o ces s i n g , s t ora ge a nd d is tr i but i o n fa c i l i t i e s o f fa rm product s i n
t h e rura l commu n i t i es .

The importa n ce o f t he s e fa c i l i t i e s t o t he

ru ra l i nha b i ta nt s could not be over emp h a s i z ed , a nd ea ch o ne o f them
wa s a s impor ta n t a s t h e o t her .

To pro v i d e a i d ivh e n i t wa s n e ed ed wa s

not s o l e ly , or eve n ma i n l y , a ma t t er o f prov i d i n g mo ney .

In fa ct ,

wha t the r ura l commu n i ty i n ha b i ta n t s r ea l ly wa n t ed wer e ma t er i a l s or
s k i ll ed h e l p of a k i nd not l o ca l ly a va i labl e .

There wa s not much the

p e op l e c o u l d do by thems e l v e s ; they r e l i ed ent i r e ly on t he Extens i o n
Ser v i ce , so l i d ly ba cked by gover nmen t pro gra ms a nd fund s .

The

gove r nment , t hr o ugh o n e of i t s a ge nc i es , t he Ext e n s i o n Sery i ce , had
t he primary r espons i bility for prov i d ing t he s e es sential elementso

It

wa s requ ir ed t o do every t h i ng p o s s i b l e t hrough r e s ea r c h , educa t i o n ,
s er v i ce , and s ome regula tion to ensure adequa te a nd e ffe ct i v e i nf l ow

of aids i nt o t h e r ura l commu n i t i e s .

As i n o t her t r o p i ca l commu nities

o f t he wor ld , l o s s e s o f gra i ns a ft er harve s t i n g wer e ext r eme l y h igh i n
Ea s t er n Ni ger i a .

In s ome a rea s o f the R e gi o n , part i c u l ar ly i n the

r i ce- growi ng par t s , it wa s e s t ima t e d t h a t 3 . 55 p er cent of t he 196 1 _
1 962 p ro d u ct i o n o f r i ce a nd be n n i s eed �� s lo st t o rod en t s . Th e
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quality and amount of available grai n could have been increased by pro
v id ing proper storage.

In add ition, s i nce supp l ies of farm products

were seasonal, construct ion and operation of storage fac i li ties would
also have provided the basis for a more stable market by making i t
possible to avoid gluts during the harvest season and shortages during
the planting season. Indeed, agr icultural development i ncreased the
�utput of farm products in the Region.

There was, on the other hand,

the demand that there be a market for these products and a pri ce for
them high enough to repay the farmer for his cash costs and his effort
i n producing them.

Failure to ach ieve th is objective tended very much

to blur farmers • adoption rates.

This was because farmers had been en

couraged to produce without any market demand for their products, to
sell the ir products, at times, to speculat i ve bus iness men without any
organized marketing system. and to lose confidence i n the working of
the marketing system wh i ch, i f properly organi zed, would have promoted ·

and ensured farmers' reliance on extension programs, and, therefore,
their adoption potenti al.
Econom i c Factor s

Economic factors also had some part to play in farmer' s adop-

ti on.

For instan ce, there wer e present here some needs, as well as

some producti on potenti als.

Eastern Niger i a needed to increase its

food producti on faster than ever before .

Th is was necessary because

of it s r ap idly growi n g popul ation , the rate of whi ch was 2 to 3 per
cent annually. The situ ation has been worsened since 1966 by the
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influx of refugees of Eastern Nigerian origin who were ejected from
other re gions of Nigeria.

Thus, as the people' s incomes increased , a

l arge proportion of the additional income {50 to 60 per cent) was
spent for food.

This demanded continued increases in both the people' s

incomes and in their food supplies.

Ori the other hand, Eastern

Ni geria had many advantages because there were l ar ge accumulations
of technical information avai lable to it on how to increase agricul
.
tura l output . Moreover , Eastern Nigeria had large potentials for in
creasing crop yields by applyin g known production methods.

However,

careful adaptation and testing o f a gricultural technolo gy in the Region
was necessary, especiall y as th i s area was located in the tropical zone
where climatic and soil condit ions differed greatly from those in other
parts of the world o

There undoubtedly were large potential s for im

proving productivity in agricul ture in the rural communities by apply
ing better farming methods and using more capital.

Effective use of

scarce capita l and abundant l abor was necessary to achieve this possi
bility . Arable land per person in Eastern Nigeria - was less than that
of any other region in Nigeria. But limited l and resources were not
construed to be a barrier to economic growth, even · thou gh it was real-.
ized that a b�ndant natural resources obviously favored economic development .
Moreover • the rural communities of Eastern Nigeria had much
labor and relatively little capital.

This was obvious because human

labor was a major source of capital improvements in the rural areas .
Farm people carried out many operations that needed extra hands; they
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cleared land, made mounds or ridges , dug drainage ditches , constructed
farm building, and built roads .

In this situation in which labor was

plentiful while capital and land were scarce, what was needed most
was finding the best effective combinations of these factors for maxi
mum productivity.
Consequently , emphasis was laid on increased output per acre .
Increased crop production per acre inevitably ranked as one of the
most important ways of increns ing farm output in Eastern Nigeria .
Greater use of fertilizer was probably the greatest promise for achiev
ing these quick results.

Whe n combined with improved seeds , disease

and pest control measures , and better soil tillage practices, large
increases in crop product ion per acre were possible in most areas .
Furthermore, with the Eastern Ni geria Government Land Reclamation Policy
coming into force two years a go , opportunities existed for exp anding
l and area under culti vat i on

i. n ma ny o f

the riverine areas of the Region .

Expanded and improved irri gat ion facilities also offered opportunities
for expanding farm output in the rural areas.

But ; provision needed

to be made for improved power, pumps , and know-how to ensure good and
lasting results .

Increased investment in the human factor was essent i al to im-

plement planned production programs.
necessa ry for agricultural progr ess.

Education and research were

Therefore , the need for over

c oming the ill iteracy obstacle and ma king elementary education freely
av a i lable to as many children as would go to school could not be
stressed too much .
.

Basic education was- requ ired for improved farming

and the successful functioning of cooperatives as well as for i ntelli
gent participation in the economic and political affairs of the rural
communities . Adoption of new technology required drastic changes and
the learning of new skills and management techniques from both local
and outside teachers.

Only a few families in a community could be

sufficiently courageous enough to try new methods.

Occasionally, even

these families needed guarantees that no economic losses would be in
curred by the change. Accomplishing breakthroughs in adoption of new
farming methods were especially difficult in these rural communities
where most of the people wer e i l literates. Thus, many ingenious de
vices were employed to carry out an improved production pro gram with
people who could not even r ead t he directions on the seed and p esti
cides packages or the contents of a bag of fertilizer .

Moreover, with

the establishment of cooperat i ve s o c i eties in the R egion , it was r eal
ized that successful functi onin g of these cooperativ� organizations
became even more difficu lt than t eaching new methods of production.
Economi c incenti ves and the means of achieving them could play

vital parts in farmers' adopt i on rate. Thus, economic incentives

associated with family opernt ed poul try farms were a powerful stimulus

to agricultural output and productiv ity in Eastern Nigeria .

Not on_l.Y

these, for publ i c pro grams that assured markets for farm products at

stable pri ces also were necessary to get farmers to try new product i on

methods .

people clung to
In Eastern Ni oer
., i an rural commun iti es, farm

tr ad i tion al product i on methods by wh i ch they had surviv ed.

l Iany of the
1

p e opl e were ill-prepared to ta k e risks and try new produ ction methods;
th ey did not have r esources to fall back on if the new methods fail ed.
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Even when benefits from improved farmi ng were. beginning to be known

and economic incentives were being provided. through land and market
i ng reforms, the means for carrying out the new farmin g program were
bad ly lacking.
In addition to management and technical assistance for learn
ing new ways of farmin g, rural community people needed supplies of
chemical fertil izer, pesticides, better seed, and simple tools.

Local

storage and marketing facil i ties were also needed to handle the ex
panded production. A bove all , government sponsored works programs
were needed t o engage under- employed workers who could be organized to
provide storage facilitie - , a ccess roads, and other rural improvements
needed to increa se farm output and to transport the products to market.
Finally, the necess ity for balanced agricultural and industrial
economy cou l d not be underestimated; hence the Government of Eastern
Nigeria' s establishment of a fund for A gricultural and Industrial Devel
opment (F.A. I.D. Scheme).

By so doing, the government demonstrated its

belief that agricul tural and i ndustrial growth cou l d be complementary
as well as compet i tive 0 Thus, while evidence was growi n g of the move
ments of farm people to non-a gr i cultural occupations in the Region, it
was also known that these movements made possible t he development of
manufacturin g, construct ion , transpor tation, and service industries.
On the other hand, industrial growth created empl oy ment opportunit ies
for rural people not needed in agriculture and helped make possible the
introduction of farm mecha n i zat ion which, in turn, contributed much
to increased productivity of labor and land used in agriculture.
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Consequently . this expansion of agricultural output and larger exports ·

of agricultural products helped fi nance impo.rts of badly needed capital

goods .

For adequate ana.lysis, however . many more factors, other than .

economic ones, were considered for their possible role in influencing
adoption decisions of the rural community inhabitants of Eastern
Nigeria.
Cultural Factors
Cultural factors undoubtedly had considerable impact on the peo
ple.

Thus by tradition, many . of the rural people viewed new th ings

with skepticism and uncertainty.
be culturally sanctioned.

In fact . conservatism appeared to

In most of these communities, groups of

elders served as e xperts in the ancient tradi tions and customs of their
people .

Such elders were not only embodiments of folk wisdom but they

also were symbols of power.

They piloted the affairs of their gr oups

acco rding to their traditional beliefs and convictions .
As if this situation was not already a sufficient setback to
the pro gress of change in the Regi on, the Eastern Nigeria government
early in 1960 enacted an act, •tThe Customary Court Act, 1960,

0

which

established at least one customary court in every county council unit
within its area of jurisdiction o

The majority of the j udges appointed

to serve in these courts were illiterates and as such, could not have
had any experience either in legal studies or in legal practice.
Their only qualifications were their supports .f or the political party
in power or their experiences in the ancient traditions and customs of
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the land .

This 1960 act thus strengthened the activities of the elders

and helped inst ill in the members of these communities old ideas that
tended to block adoption of new practices . Not only that these cultur
ally defined ideas differed greatly from one commun ity to another but
that each elder, or for that matter, every customary court j udge inter
preted them according as they were handed down to him by his own ances
tors.

Worst of all, many rural people believed the sayings and proverbs

of these elders and often contended that what the old folks said was
always true o
This attitude of the people posed a great threat to possible adop

tion of new ideas and pract ices in the rural areas .

This was even more

so when extension workers and other change agents completely neglected
· the people' s values, customs , and beliefs.

At any rate, it would not

j ust have been enough for the a gents to ta ke into account the commu
nity' s needs, customs . values , and beliefs unless they also recognized
that these aspects of the tra d itional community culture were in some
way linked with one another, and that change in one aspect of the cul
ture might, therefore, affect other aspects of it and m i ght create new
p roblems.

Thus, even the smallest innovation easily set off a whole ser ies

of other c hanges that it was often very difficult to see what the end
result of any change would be.

For instance, in many areas, agriculture

was lin ked with re l igion a nd rel igious rituals in keeping with the peo
ple ' s belief in their ancestors 0

While such people often welcomed

changes in the crops they planted or the tools they used, they were
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very resistant to attempts to change the centra l concepts of their cul
ture.

It was bel ieved ·that these people would continue to retain their

old beliefs long after new ideas and new practices have destroyed for

ever the old pattern and balance of community l ife 0 1 3
Soc ial Factors

Socia l factors constituted another set of impediments to adoption
in the rural communities of Eastern Nigeria.

The traditiona l patterns

of interpersonal rel ationships among peopl e in these communities had a
great deal to do with whether adoptions of certain new idea s and prac
tices were possible.

Indeed, i n these rura l areas family a nd kinship

rel ations so welded peopl e together that their solid arity as a group
l eft l ittl e or no room at al l for individual initiative and decision.
El d ers of vill age communit ies mad e traditional l aws by decrees and in
terpreted them according to how they thought and fel t the l aws should
appl y to their people.

The v i l lagers had no options; they recognized

and accepted the l aws without question o

There was no doubt that there

were some occasional. confl i cts and disagreements among the people; yet,
this traditional attitude of the people kept the community wel l intact
an9 highly integrated.

This happened because everybody had grown up

to know his or her obl i gations and expectations, many of which were re
garded as social imperatives. Reciprocal behaviors among community mem
bers fulfill ed a number of functions.

Thus , in times of emergency

1 3-r. R . Batten , S:.omm u n i ties fillQ. Their Deve lopment (London :
Oxford University Press , 1 957 ) , p . 16.
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famine or food shortages, lack of money, death, and in many other situations

economic, spiritual, and physical support was provided . 14

It was little wonder, then, that the people of Eastern Nigeria
were able to shelter and accommodate their kith and kin of well over
two mill ion in number, who were forcefully and brutally pushed out of
other parts of the former Federa_l Republic of Nigeria .

To receive and

feed all visitors, especially relatives, was still an obligation.
These mutual obl igations either replaced or reinforced many activities
such as social security and wel fare . cooperatives, and credit facili
ties, that normally should be provided by the government . · The rural
areas were not yet enjoying as ma ny of the government social amenities
a s the cities a nd towns .

Moreover, some aspects of the communities ' social structure and
their associated values serious ly inhibited change in much the same way
that family structure was capable of doing.

For, while it was correct

to say that castes were absent in these· rural communities, the same
thin g could not be said about social classes .

Traditional title hold

ers were rega rded as the upperc l ass citi zens of the land, with only the

members of the royal family (Chief' s family) above them a nd every other
,
per son under them. Member s h ip of this " Title Holder s' Soc iety . was_
optional . open, but very expens ive.

The society served as thrift and

re cre ational refu ge to its members . Its defects, howeve r, lay in the
sel fishness of its membe rs a nd in t he unnecessary rel igious ritu als

1 4G . M. Fos ter, Trad i t} o na l Cu l tures : and .!J1g. Impact of Te chno
logi c al Chanae (New York: Harper � Row, 1 962), P • 92.
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as s ociated with its working.

Its principle s and philosophies were em

bodiments of traditional values, customs, and beliefs .

Many preroga

tives arbitrarily claimed and jealously guarded by groups of this kind
considerably slowed adoptions of new ideas and practic e s .

Yet, s till

many more factors were to be identified and evaluated .
Psychological Factors
Psychological factors caused many visible barriers to adoptio�
and change in the rural commun it ies of Eastern Nigeria.

To get a full

insight into the problem, it was necess ary to examine thes e barriers
under such categories as ba s i c perception, communication� and learn
ing . 15

Effect s of different i a l perception, one of the causes of low
adoption of new ideas, were widespread in the Region. For instance,
.agricultural extension agent s encountered difficulty in introduc ing
improved rice seed to be us ed i n replacing the local, low-yieldin g
varietie s in the Ogoja and Aba ka l i ki province s .

In these areas , the

farmers grew degenerate loca l varieties, mainly from rice winnows which

yielded a very high percentage of empty glooms after harves t .

Since

the winnows were worth little or nothing, they were often sold to the

l ocal farmers at very lo w price s, with the result that when extension
agent s introduced a superior, high-yielding variety

the British

Guiana 79 Rice Variety (B. G . 79 Variety) -- it made no difference to

the farmer s, who belie ved tha t it was j ust the s ame rice .
1 5Fos ter, .Q.Q_.

m,. ,

p. 1 2 1 .

The fact
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that this improved BG 79 Variety was more expensive than the local vari
eties even worsened the situation .

In the circumstance, the farmers

and the extension agents perceived this same problem in different per
spectives and, therefore, made change difficult.
Furthermore . farmers were �doubtful and suspicious of programs
in itiated by government agencies .

They contended that government offi

cials visited rural communities mainly to uphold the laws, to gather
taxes, or to follow criminals .

In almost the same way, differing per

ception of purpose or goals cf programs between planners and techni
cians on the one hand, and rec i p i ent farmers on the other, impeded adop
tion or change .

There were na ny occasions when extension proj ects that

had very succ essfully ga ined l o ca l support were suddenly stopped for no
apparent reason, except that per ha p s some top extension se�vice offi
cials appeared to have lost intere s t or to have been unwilling to fol
l ow up with the program .

Farmers in the area did not really demand

much ; they were e as ily sati s fied when their minimum expectations were
met .
Communication problems or language difficulties very often led
to non-adoption of new idea s. Most such d iffi culties were attributed
to the fact tha t technicia ns frequently talked to or advised illit
erate villagers in technical terms, hopefully thinking that their
advice to these people would be carried out to the letter.

In a ma

j ority of the cases , however, the results turned out to be exactly
the opposite of what such technicians had meant to impart to the peo
ple.

Dangers of mi sint erpretation of purpose were sometimes involved
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in agricultural d emonstrations.

The extension agent, for examp le,

asked for the loan of a small plot of land which was cultivated in a
fashion considered to be superior to trad i tional ways and in which
improved seed was used o

Based on careful research , and on the agent' s

in genious step-by -step method , such a demonstration plot produced a
greater yield than nearby fields culti vated with the old methods .
Use of fert i l i zer in br�ed ing and storage of the y el l ow y am variety
showed such results on government farms.

But when this very kind of

demonstration was not skillful ly carried out on farmers ' plots, it
actually set back agr icultural programs in the area .

Thus , in the

Anambara, Ogoj a , Ikom , and Abakal i k i areas, local farmers paraded their

very fat yams (af t er harvest ) in an attempt to demonstrate to their
neighbors the superiori ty of the ol d method.

Experience revealed

later, that these dan gers were particul arly grea t when l ocal workers
were under pressure from their superiors to show results for national
and political targets.
The adopti on of new ideas and techni ques required that the
rural people learn and, often, unlearn according to the circumstance
demanded.

This entailed learn ing problems, t he psychology of which

was detrimental to progr ess in the area.

Thus, in order to succeed

in d issemina t ing in formation or new ideas to the rural people, a con
tinu ing presence of a teacher ( or a techn ic ian ) for a good number of
d ays was necessary to give adv ice at the moment it was requi red , not
a qu i c k and hurr ied demonstrat ion. The learners, moreover . would

have the oppor t un ity to try the new practice or techn i que and to
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practice on it without investing money; nor woul d their interest in

any way t.hreaten the basic security of their families or · divert funds

to untried operations o

In fact . each of the farmers or l earners would

be given adequate opportunity to convince himsel f of the usefulness of
the innovation before committing himself fina ncial ly.

The - cost of the

innovation, in addition, must be within the resources of the l earner. 16
The absence of � 1 1· or some of these conditions could make it

much l ess l ikely that t he innovation w�uld be adopted. Whatever mas
teries of techniques were used in introducing new practices stil l ·re
quired that farmers and local participants have personal desires or
motivations to change .
Stimulants to Chanae
Stimulants to change formed anot her important factor the presence or absence of which determined the adoption or rejection of new
ideas and new techniques in Eastern Nigeria. Consequently , the strat
egy of planned d evelopment in t his area involved not only identifica
tion and neutral ization of barriers to change but al so t he identifi
ca tion and util ization of some positive factors -- cultural . social .
psycholo gica l , and others

which constant ly opposed the elements of

tradit i on a nd conservatism.

termed "Stimul ant s to Ch an ge, 0 17
Such positive factors, "oster
�

a nd contended t hat when in a par ticul ar soc i � ty such stimul ants wer e
1 6 Foster , .Q.2. • _gjJ_. , p . 1 4 1 .
1 7Foster, .Q.12 • m_. , p. 14�.
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few and poorly developed . the culture remained static ; when they were
numerous and strong, change came easily.

Speaking of community devel

opment, Jackson stated the picture clearly :
When a village is faced with a suggestion of change, there
exists a balance of forces. On one side of the scales are
those forces which are against change -- conservatism, apathy,
fear and the like; on the other side are the forces for change-
dissatisfaction with existing conditions, �illage pride, and .
so on . Successful commun ity develop ment consists largely of
choosing those p roj ects where the balance is almost even, and
then trying t o lighten the forces against change or to increase the factors maki n g for chanQe o l 8
As a matter of fact , the rural inhabitants of Eastern Nigeria
were very strong in some a nd yet very weak in other s timui ants to
change.

For instance , t he d s ire for prestige was a universal trait

amon g the peopl e.

This increa sed prestige was achieved through acqui

s ition of or modification i n s ome visible symbols such as· food, cloth
ing, housing, mater i al items, and even, dancing patterns.
Likewise, desire for .. conomic ga in very often comp elled an in

dividual to adopt a chan ge; hen�e. defuonstration techn iques, especiall y
in a gr icultural extension pro gr ams, capitalized on t his fact • . It was
realized, in additi on, that p rograms design ed to persuade farmers to
grow new or improved crops had a better chance if the produce was
destined for the mar ket rather than for home consumption.

This was

so because once people be ga n to gr ow new crops for the ma rket, they
were almost certain to begin to cons ume them at home .
Mair found developments in one African country' s land tenure
18 1. c Jackson, Adva nce in Afri ca : A Stud� Sil. �ommunity
.
Pevelopment in Eas t er n Niger i a (London : Oxford Un 1vers 1ty Press
1 956 ) , p. 30.
0
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su ggested t hat eco nomic forces ultimately superseded those of such
values as tradit i o n and religion, and co ncluded that 0 an abstract
theo ry of the sacred ness of land whi ch inhibits their recognition of
its economic potentialiti es • • • • There are not many recorded cases
where someone who was invited to dispose o f land for a pro fitable con
sideration has i nvo ked su ch prin c i ples as a ground for refusal

O

•

•

" 19

She suggested as· a genera l i zation of wide application that "the
conservative force of trad ition is never proof a ga inst the attracti on
of economic advantn ge, provided that the advantage is suffic i ent and
is clearly recogn i zed.

In the case of land it i s abundantly clear

that the emot i onal a nd reli gi ous attitudes towar ds it which are incul
cated by native tradition have not prevented the development o f a com-

mer c ia 1 attitude • " 20

Innovation or chan ge was at times accepted by the rural people
because o f a compet itive s ituation between individuals, between groups ,
o r between villa ges.

The impor ta n ce o f this ivas often recognized and,

hence, t he use of a gricultural shows and fairs to stimu l ate interest in
pro grams.

When stra ightforwcird appeals to pro gress and - d evelopment

failed. another method was tr i ed; apat hy was often bro ken down by
a rous ing a sp i rit o f compet i t i o n or emulation between neighboring com
munities by p l ay ing up local rivalri es.

Indeed, the rural o r village

1 9 L. P . iiai r, S t ud i e s in. Appl i ed Ant hropo l ogy (Lond on:
Univers ity o f London Pre s s , 1946 ) , p. 46.
20 �Ia ir .Q.Q. • c i t • , p • 5 2
1

o

The
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communities of Eastern Nigeria enj oyed very warm loyalties from their
members. to the extent that when one community acquired for it�elf some
amen'ity that its neighbors lacked. this was a matter for great pride.
This always caused envy among neighboring communities, which often
strove to keep up.

The Eastern Nigeria Government fel t that encourag

ing competition between villages was a very useful deve lopmental tech
nique, and it used its grant-in-aid and subsidy policies to perpetuate
the practi ce.
The success of an in novation, as ha s been pointed out repeatedly
in this thesis, depended in large measure on the major and supporting
circumstances tha t existed as well as the recognition by people of the
need for the new practice.

The sequence and time at which the innova

tions were introdu c ed and t he maj or a nd supporting circumstances com
bined as a result had much to do with acceptance or rejection of the
innovation.

The time aspect req�ired that innovati ons be introduced

at the right t ime with i n the yea r ly cycle·.

This was necessary in

order to ensure tha t rural people had enough money for their purchases .
In the average rural communi ty, for example, the amount of cash that
people had or kep t fluctua ted wid ely during the year.
people were relatively prosperous .

At harvest time

Thus, if new materials or prac

tices came to the attention of villagers at this time, they wer e mu ch
more will ing to spe nd money on these ma terials than they would have
done before the new harvest or durin g the famine season when food was
scarce.
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.
In concluding this section . it was essential to emphasize the
fact that the rural p�ople of Eastern Nigeria accepted and were able to
accept . innovations because of a variety of interlocking
and 1 indeed , ·
.
c...
mutually reinforcing reasons.

Frequently, too, these reasons for

a cceptance were quite different fr-0m those that motivated change
agents .
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CHAPrER IV
RURAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPME�T ffiINCIPLES CONSIDERED
IN RELATION TO THE IR POSSIBLE APPLI�ATION TO
THE RURAL COMMUNITIES OF EASTER N NIGERIA
In previous chapters, _rural community development was described
as the process by whiclt a community adapted itself to change, and a
rural community development agency as the inside or outside organiza
tion (government, missionary, volunteer group ) that tried to help
speed up this process. In the light of this , some rural d evelopment
principles were examined and evaluated in relation to their possible
application to the rural communities of Eastern Nigeria .
Discontent wi th exist i ng conditions in the community must i ni

tiate or sanction the development of the agencxo This was necessary
i n order to avoid wasteful dissipation of efforts .

Deep and widely

shared feelings of discontent with respect to certa in features or

needs of the community might be an effective springboard for creation

and development of an agency o

While it should be said that such dis

content could not be artificially induced, it could be assumed , a nd
indeed, experience often showed that such discontent s might arise

s pontaneously or that freeing people to talk would bring to the sur
face discontents which had long lain dormant o

This principle \\-'a s

es sential to develop a sense of community in a functional rural community o
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Discontent must

be focu s ed a nd

channeled into or gani�ation,

planning, and action with respect to specif ic problems .
discontent was not of much value.

Wholesale

To provide mot ivat ion for action ,

however , d iscontent must be focused on something specific .

For in

s t ance , people who were aware of and disturbed about a problem needed
to come together , to begin di�cussions about the problem and its
scope , to begin to plan how to deal with it , and in light of this, to
begin a program of action .

Programs must be based on realist ic and

achievable goals to avoid frustration o
The

discontent

wh i c h

.in i t ia t e s or s.ust a ins communi ty organiza

tion must be widely shared in the communi t_y • . While d iscontent was an

appropr iate springboard for many d ifferent kinds of minority move

ments -- political parties , rel i gious sects , educati onal movements
rural community d evelopment could not be viewed as a minority move
ment and could not be initia ted .solely by reason of needs or d iscon
tent s which appealed to only a very small group in the community.
The d iscontent must , therefore , be recognized and understood by the
major parts of the whole functional communityo

Like a welfare com

munity, the development agency must seek to identify problems which
were of deep concern to all its members .
The a aency must involve l ea ders (both forma l a nd i nformal)

· identified with a nd a ccepted by maj or subgr:oups . i n t he community .
Rural commu nity development as described earlier in this

thesis required t he participation of the people of a community ; the
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people were to be united in common action.

Since, however , everyone

in the community could not be involved in face-to-face contact with
others in the community, a means must be d evised for participation
through representation.

This required identification of those groups

of people in the community which had significance for the participants
and the identification of the leaders of these groups o

Identification

of such major grouping� required some understanding of the social orga
nization of the community in which the work

\\t'a S

being initiated .

Care

mus t be taken to include those formal and informal groups which held
the allegiance of the people.

.

Inclusion of the respected and trusted
.

leaders with whom the major sub groups identified themselves pr ovided
a major step in inte grating the community and made possible initiation
of a process of communication, which if sufficiently effective, would
nourish and sustain the process of rural community d evelopment.
The agency must have goals and methods of procedure of hiah
acceptability.

The development a gency needed to bring toget.her di

verse elements in the community, each with its own interests, atti
t udes, and behavior patterns.

To do this would not be an easy task.

Consequently, the agency needed to formulate its goals and guidelines
as a frame of reference.

Frequent reference to goals often provided

for security, stability, and consistent direction which was essential
in such an agency made up of d iverse groups in the community.
- The a gency must deve lop active and effe ctive lines of com
l!ll! nication both within t he a ge n cY and betwee n the a gen cy and t h e
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rural community.

This was· essential for the free-flow of interaction

by which common meanings , common life , and common values were estab
lished .

It implied that communication involved a good deal more than

the mechanical process of receiving and transmitting messages.

The

idea of communication as shown here , moreover, portrayed a process
by which the area of a common ·understanding and shared values was
widened in the community o
this aim:

Some conditions were required to achieve

there must be created a social climate which permitted and

facilitated communication.

Communication in meetings , for example,

· would be more effective when people felt comfortable and secure; when
there was freedom from fear and anxiety about others in the meeting;
when people felt on equal-status terms ; when contributions to· discus
sion were received with appreciation and understanding .

The way in

which communication ,vas structured was also of enormous importance.
Thus 1_ the arrangements of people and their relations hips that were
made to facilitate communication and the methods that were used to
make interaction meanin gful , all needed to be properly investigated o
The agency should seek to support and strengthen the groups
which it brings_ _together in cooperatiye work .

The agency, hopefully ,

sought to be an organization of the whole rural community .

Consequently

the whole community required to participate through the units or groups
into which it had divided itself o These units , moreover , came to
gether through their leaders to achieve objectives all had defined as
desirable.

It could be said, then, that the agency d id not exist
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apart from these units; it represented the common life of the units.

In short , the agency should be no stronger than the sum of its parts ,

the . groups which composed it.

The agency should not be torn apart or
'7)

disorgani zed by dissensi on and apathy but must work as a strong,
cohesive group.

The a gency s houl d be flex i bl e in its orqani zational procedures
,�ithout disrupting its remtla-r .9.ec ision-making routines.

In this case ,

speciali sts or groups of knowledgeable people from the area could be
involved in or consulted on matters pertai ning to development o

A

great variety of patterns for arrivin_g at a c_onsensus might be used
without necessarily, at any point, taking responsibility away from
the group charged with decision making.
The agency s hould d evelop a pa ce for its work relative to
existing conditions in the rural community. Two ideas were involved
here :

one referred to the pace which the agency developed for its

own work, and the second to the pace of life which existed in the com
munity and which would condition the speed of the community program.
The first i dea required the agency to develop a·nd a cquire its own
pace; this was its internal organizational arrangement.

The second

idea, the existing pace in the community and the pace at which the
community would involve itself in a community program mattered more.
This could be so because almost any community proj ect, even though
it implied a relatively simple development, required adj ustment not
only to the obvious cha nge but to the effects of the change on other
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aspects of the culture .

A simple change like the introducti on of a

water system in a vil la ge might require decis i ons as to outlets for

homes , gardens, farms , and even plantations , and each of these would .
--:,

i n turn affect existing behavior patterns.

There was , therefore, the

possible implicati on of long mo nths -0f planning , negotiating , and re
ferring matters back to subgroups.

Differentiating targets clearly

into short and long-term categories might constitute a us e ful strategy
in the circums tance described .
The agencv s houl d seek to develop e ffecti ve leaders .

The main

concern of the agency here should be to . develop leaders who would
facilitate the community orga n i zation process , who would help the cen
tral agency to be productive, and who would contribute to devel opment
of morals both in the agency and in the commun ity .

Thi s r equired that

d ifferent leadership talents be developed for different tas ks .
The agency must develop s,trength, sta bility, a nd presti ge in
the commun it,,\!. Rural community development could be regarded as a

process wh ich te nded to move · forward toward increasing cooperation

among commun ity gro ups as the latter dealt with common community pro
jects .

It required to be more meanin gful to the commun i ty , and this

could be accomplished in part , a t least , by the succes s ful achieve

ments o f the development a gency , by persistent a nd c ons istent inter

pretati on , and by the hi gh presti ge of the agency , be it a local

council , committee , or boa rd.

People in a free soc i ety mi ght not coope rate if they felt they
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were t hrea t ened .

An a gency wh i c h threa tened i n a ny way the exi s t ence

o f cer ta i n tra d i t i o na l- gr oup s mi gh t become an o bj ec t of sus p i c ion .
Way s mus t be fou nd . t here for e , to c l ar i fy t h i s r e l at i o n s h i p ; t h e
a gency s ho u l d ex i s t t o carry on p l a n n i n g o n ly i n t h o s e area s �1 i c h
member s a gr eed repr e s ented common concer n a nd s u i t a b l e f i e l d s for co
opera t i ve work o
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CHAPTER V

A MODEL FOR RURAL COMMUNITY GOAL S El'TING
One way of looking at rural community goals as an i mportant
element in effective community problem · solving constituted a model
which hypothesized three levels of rural community goa l s , the broad ,
intermediate and operational goals . 21
Broad , Intermedia te , and Operational Goals

Broad (ba sJ c ) go als . Broad goals are statements of broad

over-rip ing, somewhat ultimate, basic aims or purp oses.
Intermediate goals.

Intermediate goals are statements of

rural community aspirations for the future which included some indica
tion of how t hey might be achieved.

The assessment of the ability to

achieve these goals ��s relatively of small significance , for such
goals were somewhat the realistic dreams and hopes for the future of
the rural communi t y o
Opera t i.ona l aoals o

An operational goal is an ex p licit , pre-

cise statement of expected solution to immediate rural community

problems or parts of these problems . This model implied that wide

and general a gr eement was needed in the rural communi ty at each level

of goal s for effective community problem solvin g.

These goals, more

over, pointed to the direction of action in broad out line and in

21Reagan Brown, Notes on Commun i ty Dev· elopment fil!Q Organ i za
tion (Texas : A & M University , 1967), P. 34L
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details.

This meant that effective action to.ok place when goals were

explicit, understook, .and widely agreed upon in the rural community .
Ideally, then, understanding and general consensus were necessary at
all these goal levels.

Barriers to Setting Goals

The following ideas ha-0 direct application to the problems of

a change agent or community leader who sought to aid a commun ity
achieve goal consensus as a prelude to effective communi ty problem
solving activities.
Imposition. Goals that were imposed on people seldom elicited
high motivation toward goal attainment .

Thus·, when rural leaders,

teachers, chiefs, community volunteer workers, or others who were at
tempting to motivate the rural commun ity people, imposed or ganizational
or personal goals upon the members, they often met with resistance or
apathy o
Over-abst ra ct ion.
be functional .

Goal statements were often too abstract to

The goal statement needed to tell the person or th�

group how it mi ght be achieved, and how the person or the group might

know when progre ss was made toward the goal .
Over-asoiration o

Children, particularly those in the middle

class homes, were taught to work for goals that were impossible to
attain.

Rural community group members and gr oups were more likely to

work toward goal s which were pos sible to attain with e ffort.
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Lack of awareness.

Members and groups were often unaware of

real goals or of hidden agenda, or underlying motives.

Members fre

quently worked hard for goals, the nature of which they were not aware .
Bringing goals into a��reness was one step i n goal attainment and in

control · over one' s goal-action behavior . Uneasy concern over unac

ceptability of real goals usually caused organizat i ons, groups, and
individuals to build up elaborate rational structure to take care of
goals which, if stated openly , would conflict with publ ic statements
of morality or good.
Premat.ure · deci s ion-ma�ingo

Pre�ature decis ion-making usually

emanated· from the fact that impatient people _ made verbal statements
of goals without adequately worki ng through at the consc ious level.
Hasty formulation of goals led frequently to less than full commit
ment to work toward the goal.

Group goal setting was really a long

process of clarification of difference, reconciliation of difference,
and creation of something that contained the individual goals but was
somethin g more than the individual goals .

Consensus was difficult but

rewarding .
Inadequate resources.

Inadequate resources often made it im

possible to achieve set goals. · Rational persons and groups set goals
w i thin the bounds of available resources. Resources could be internal
or external .

Groups, to be effective, set goals that were atta inable

with the resources that were in hand or that might be procured .
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CHAl!l'ER VI
A PR OPOSED PR OCE.5S FOR INI'RODUCING AND INDUCING CHANGE
IN THE RURAL COMMUNITIE.5 OF EASTIBN NIGERIA
Creation or Stimulation of Pre-conditions That Could

Be

Instrumental

to Rapid Rural Development an� Adopti on o
The rural communities must be given some power t o tax them
selves whenever necessary o This would eliminate· the official red tape
often involved in the process of rural inhabitants attempting to get
permit for collection of funds for community projects.

Moreover • there

must be under community control , administrative organi zations with the
necessary legal powers to take action .
A good percentage of the population must be literate .

As has

already been stated in the previous chapters, the l evel of illiteracy
was still high.

This point would be further treated later .

Leadership patterns must be well developed .

As was mentioned

in the previous chapter, the importance of developing and using local
leadership to further the cause of rural development could not be
over-emphasized .

The Eastern Nigeria Government must allocate more funds toward
the development of its rural areas. Technical services · in health, ag
riculture, education, and the like must be well developed and made
a vailable.

These conditions should serve as supplementary to the princi-

ples listed in the last chapter, all of which could be regarded as

necessary ways for introducing new ideas and practices t o the rural
community .

Where such unlimited basic potentials existed, the role of

the rural community developer would j ust be that of a catalyst � that of
someone who could stimulate people to take stock, assess needs, decide
upon action, determine priorities , and get to work .

But since almost

all of these basic potentials were not available in the areas under
consideration, a rural developer would adopt a different method -- in
troducing and inducing change through identified channels .
Use of Educational Institut ions to Introduce Change

· The educational system _ of the ru_ral communities could aid in

the preparation of the young for adulthood by _ inculcatin g in them the
basic social values, and in developing the skills necessary for partic
ipation as citizens and as economically self-supporting individuals .

Regular schools which could be more visible expressions of the educa
�ional institution, would best serve as channels for directing some
social change

0

Any program for change, therefore, should carefully

assess the part the school could play in the process .
As has already been mentioned earlier in this t hesis, the
schools in Eastern Nigeria were once a means of removing the brightest
boys and girls from their local communities, but that practice stopped
lon g ago.

School s were now getting more deeply involved in directing

and organizing the young into constructive effort s to improve rural
or loca l condit ions .

This

\Vcl S

because the people of the rural areas

learned . though in the hard ��y. t hat social change could come more
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eas ily only when people had developed a willingness to try a new idea
or practice o

Involv i ng school children i n development programs would

mean i nvolving their parents also .

This method was once tried and

pr oved to be very commendable by the Extension Service in Eastern
Ni ger ia .

Extension agents d istr ibuted 0 ES o L Maize 0 to school chil

dre n in the rural areas of the Region, and because it cost the parents
nothi n g to purchase the seeds ; a majority of the childre n r ece ived
complete cooperation from the ir parents . After harvest i ng the crops,
the p upils were allowed to retain whatever they r eaped.

Almost all of

the r eports from agents in the areas where the d i str i bution had been
made ind icated, two years later, that the par ents of those children
who part icipated in the program had adopted the new variety of maize .
The same method has been used i n introducing the use of fertil
i zer in yams, r ice, ve getables, and other crops .

The latest use of

this method was i n the distr ibut ion of improved varieties of budded
c i trus and man goes i n which the · competitive sp irits created in the

p up ils made i t possi ble for the first time i n the h istory of Eastern
Ni ger ia for p eople to enjoy fresh fruits throughout the year .
In add ition, schools and churches would be the widest and
fastest sources for r ea chin g people as almost all famili es would be
represented in e ither of these two collect i � i t i es .
Provision of More Adult Educat ion Fa cilitie s i n the Rural Areas

Literate populat ions would be easi er to d eal with i n introduc

in g change to a community 0

In Eastern Niger ia, most of the more

elderly rural i nhabit ants could neither r ead nor write in Engl ish .
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The Regional government was already doing much to improve the situa
tion, but much still remained to be done in that line.

In fact, adult

educati on should form a "core proj ect'* of change the pro gram of which
should be planned and introduced in all of the rural commun ities.
The success in this field could help solve easily most of the other
blocking habits often associated with illiteracy.
Many local inhabitants frequently ind icated their willingness
to enro-1 1 in many of the adult education schools but were often dis
couraged by lack of funds on the part of the government.

Many of

these adult school centers had to shut down as a result.

Should more

adults learn to read and write, then, a rural developer could rely
more on the people' s understanding and cooperation .

,Utilization of Agricul t.llra l Ext e n s i on Educa t i on to Introduce Cha n ge
Since the maj ority of these rural inhabitants were farmers,
it was reasonable to say that any intention to bring change to them
must be directed to a medium that they would understand..

Extension

agents and their field men, moreover, could tell easily where leader
ship

¾� S

located in the rural areas and could, therefore, contact and

consult with such leaders o

In addition, the teaching methods used by extension agents as

a means of teachin g various classes of people , people often varying in

age, education, interest, and in their responses to such teachings,

portrayed the extension method as most appropriate for d issemina ting

new ideas and practi ces in the rural areas. .The methods often used by
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extens ion agents and their f ield men could be - shown as follows:
Individual Contact ·
Farm and home vis its
Off ice cal l s
Telephone cal l s
Personal letters
Result demonstrations

Group Contact

Mass Contact

Method demonstration meeti ng Bul l et ins
Leadership training meetings
Leaflets
Conference and discus s ion
C ircul ar
meetings
letters
Result demonstration meeti ngs Radio
Tours
Telev is ion
Schools
Exhibits
Miscellaneous meetings
Posters

Of all these m�thods mentioned here the most useful i n intro
duc ing new techniques or change in Eastern Nigeria wou l d be the Method
and Resul t demonstrations.

The two methods wou l d be based upon show

ing people rather than tel l ing them and . would present to the people
new ideas and new techni ques as adapted to their local conditions and
situations .

These two types demonstrations wou l d be:

Method demonstration.

The method demonstrat ion would show

peopl e the step-by-step process of carrying out a given technique.

It .

could be a les son des i gned to show farmers the way to apply fertil izers
to r ice, yam, or c itrus ; or it coul d be a program to show cocoa farm
ers the method of spraying fungic ides on their infested cocoa pods; it

coul d even be carr ied out in the domestic center to show would-be house-.
wives how to prepare spec ial d ishes o

The adv antages of the Method demons trat ion i nc lude the follow-

ing:

( 1) . It is highl y acceptable in proportion to tea ching costs.
( 2) It has high publ ic ity value • .
(3) . It is adaptable to many teach ing s ituations . such as
0
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home, field, and public buildings.
(4 ) . It teaches skills.
(5 ) o It motivates and stimulates action because · seeing, hear
ing, discussing, and doing are employed o ·
(6 ) . It provides opportunity for developing leadership.
(7 ) . It builds confidence in the demonstrator.
(8 ) . It promotes personal acquaintance between demo.nstrator
and people .
(9 ) ., It often provides some opportunity for gaining insight
into other problems or learnin g how people in an audience
think and feel.

There are, however, limitations of the Method demonstration.
.
.
These limitations include the following :
(1 L

It is not well adapted to all subject matter.

(2 ) . It requires careful preliminary preparation and practice .

(3 ) . It necessitates considerable skill .

(4 ) ., It involves slightly greater expense than verbal
presentations.
(5 ) ., It may lower teaching values • 22

Resu l t demo nstration.

This teaching technique would demonstrate

the results of recommended practice in comparison with a former prac
tice, under existing conditions.

It could be used to demonstrate the

differences in the yields of crops showing treated and non-treated
plots in fertili zer appl ication tri als; it could be used to compare
differences in the yields of improved and local varieties of crops.
22H c . Sanders (ed. ), � Cooperative Extension Serv i ce
( Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1966 ) , pp. 141 -14 3.
0
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The advantages of the result demonstration are :
(1 ). It furnishes a local proof of the desirability of
establ ishing a recommended practice .
(2) . It is an effective method for introducing a new practice .
(3) . It appeal s to the eye and reaches the ushow me0 type of
individua 1 .

(4 ) . !t provi� es a good source of information for meetings,
news items, pictures, radio talks, etc .
(5 ) . It furnishes cost data and other basic information for
use i n revising the program.
(6 )

o

It yields a high rate of takes to exposures .

(7 ) . It aids in developing local leadership .
(8 ) . It establishes confidence in the agent and in extension

wor k.

The two methods described above have already made considerable

impact on the farmers of Eastern Nigeria and could st ill be more fre

quently used in introducing new practices and techniques to the people .
Farm and home vis its.

Despite the high expense invol ved in

this method, it could st i l l be used in rural _ communities in Eastern
Nigeria, some parts of which ·were so sparsely populated and s o . re
motely situated that very often motor vehicles could not ·reach them.
When well carried out, this method would afford to the extension
worker more first hand information about the life of the people ; de
vel op more cordial and more personal relations with the people; and
wou ld enabl e the worker to as certa i n the source of l eadership and
in fluen ce in the area .
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Office calls .

An extension worker has an unlimite d eriviron

ment or space as his classroom .

Whether in his offi ce, at his home,

on the field . even while traveling, he would often be called upon by
farmers to demonstrate his ingenuity through personal advice and

Office calls · often formed such d emands for
the extension worker' s help . _ and he would al ways be prepare d and will
technical demonstration.

ing to hel p his farmers without fear or favor o
Meeting§,o

By attending meetings with farmers the extension

worker would get to know more of the local farmers and would be in a
better position to acquaint himself with their needs and problems .
During such meetings, the extension worker must allow free participa
tion of all present.
Newspap ers and radi.2,.

Not much could be accomplish ed by the

use of newspapers an d radio ; although agricultural pro grams like the
0

0
Radio Farmer0 and the "Farmers' Life were often carried by radio 1

experience sh�wed that �nly a minority of the rural inhabitants were

interested in them.

Newspapers and radio could, howe ver, be used to

convey information to both the rural and city literate s .

Appl ication of Appropriate Commun i cation Methods to the Process
of C ha n ge

Three kinds of communication could be re garded as wr itten.

spoken, and visual.

These three coul d either be used separately or

combined in a teachin g method in the rural areas.

Much of the
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t eaching would be better presented by use of visual aids t o ensure
reasonably lasting impact in the minds of the inhabitants o

Thus,

in the words of Hicks:
Pictures and words together perform a more effective
function than either can perform alone . There can, however,
be an inequality in their communicative value s, the value
of each medium being the clarity, coherence and force with
which, in its own way, it says something about a given sub
ject . The ideal is reach�d when the values are equal and in
balance, for then the single expressive statement has maximum impact . 2 3
Visual aids could be defined as any device utilizing the sense
of sight intended t o improve communicat ion, and they could be divided
into (a) Primary Visuals; and (b ) Visuals classified by method of use .
Primary V i s ua l s
Photographs, includin g trans
. parencies
Drawings and art work
Specimens, Object s
Models, Symbols

Visuals classified by met hod of use
Displayed:
Photographs
Specimens
Objects, Models
Exhibits and displays
Posters . flash cards
Flip books, bulletin board
Flannel boards and magnetboards
Chalkboards . Maps
Charts, graphs, diagrams
Illustrated circular letters
Illustrated publications
Projected:
Slides and filmstrips
.Motion pictures
Overhead proj ection
Transparencies
Opaque projection material

· visual aids, as the name reveals, would be used as an aid
only.

The role of visual aids is varied:
(1 ). They can arouse and hold interest.
23sanders, .Q.Q.• c i t., p . 233.
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(2 ). Good visuals can help to teach more.
( 3 ) . Facts communicated with the aid of v isual s are remem
bered lon ger.
(4 ) . Visual aids can save time.
Moreover, the characteristics of good visual aids can be
enumerated :
(1) . Visual aids should be suitableo
(2 ). They should be simple .
(3 ) . They should be accurate.
(4 ) . They should be attractive .

4

2
(5 ) . Visuals should be necessary . '
It has often been said that the e fficiency of any group de
pends upon the e fficiency of its commun ication system.

Stated in

another way, it can be said that he who controls communication, con
trols totally o

Thus, in order to succeed in making useful impa cts on

farmers and the rural people, rural development agents must endeavor

to establish an effective communication system with other region-level

and . particularly with the community development and orga nizatio nal
specialists.

In other words, there should be some concerted efforts

in carrying out tasks, and all would likely be needed in the develop
ment process.

Effective lines of communication would need to be main

tained between rural development agents on the one hand, and other

professional workers, organized co�unities, and urban as well as
rural leaders.
24sanders, ..Q.Q o c it ., pp . 2 33- 2 37.
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Local leaders should be ass igned the responsibility of keeping
the people in the connnunity informed at all times regarding goals, pro
jects, result s, and consequences of the development pro gram.

This

would be necessary, for people could participate in rural conummi ty
development largely to the degree to which they understood the pro gr am;
such people would accept and promote change if they understood the
necessity for it.
Adoption and Ad option Process
Adoption could be defined as a dec ision to continue full use
of an innovation, implying that the adopter

\'13 S

sat isfied with the

innovation.
The adoption process is the mental proce_ss through which an in
d ividual passes fro� first learning about a new idea to final adoption.·
The five stages in the adoption process are l isted below: 25

( 1 ) . Awa reness: In this stage the ind ividual is exposed to
new ideas but lacks detailed information about it. This
stage, for example, could represent a stage in rural com
munities in Eastern Nigeria when new improved rice and corn
seeds or new cocoa var ieties are brought to the not ice of
the local farmers.

(2). Interest : At this stage the indiiVidu·a 1 is motivated
about the ne\•J idea. He seeks more information about the new
idea which he believes will help him compare it with old
practices to which he is accustomed. He demonstrates his
interest in the idea and wants to learn more.
(3) . Evaluation (mental trial): In this stage the individual
evaluates the practice, techn i que -- whether he could use
it in his own situat ion or not. He compares the advantages
of the new idea over other alternatives available to him
2 5 Eve rett M. R o gers, Di ffu s i on . of I nnovations (New York:
Free Press, 1962), pp . 17- 20.

The
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and finally decides whether to accept or reject the idea.
(4) o Trial : The individual tentatively tries out the new
practice or idea, accompanying his action by acquiring
information on how to do it.
(5) . Adoption: This is the stage during· which the ne� prac-.
tice is fully integrated into an already existing or on-going
operation .
The avera ge time between initial information and final adop
tion has been known to. vary considerably according to people, place ,
and practice .

For, not all people will adopt new pract ices at the

same time ; nor is final adoption always permanent adoption .

Further

more, information sources may vary in their functions, for example,
the different adoption processes would require different information
methods as shown below: 26
Evaluation

Tr i al

Awareness

Interest

Mass media:
Newspapers ,
Ma gazines,
Radio, and
Television

Other farmers Sale smen Other farmers
Mass media,
Other
Other farmfarmers,
ers, various
County
agricultural
Agent
agencies

Adopt i o n

The nature of the new practice would often affect the adoption

rate �

Some of the important characteristics of the new idea affecting

27
rate of adoption are a s follows:

(1) . Cost : New practices which call for more expe nses are
often adopted more slowly . than � h o s e . wi t � � e � s a"pense.
Pra ct i c e s and techniques i nvo l v i n g high 1 n 1 t ia l cost s eem

26Herbert F Lionberger, Adoption .Qi. � Idea s and Practices
· (Ames, Iowa: The Iowa State University Press, 1960 ), p . 5 .
0

2

7R o ger s , .Q.Q. •

fil..l . ,

pp . 1 7 1 - 19 2 ..
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· to be more risky ; thus retarding their adoption. This point
should be borne in mind when introducing new practices to
Eastern Nigeria o For any new practice to be tried at al l,
it must be fairly cheap to purchase or to operate.
(2 ) . Complexity : New ideas which are simple and easy t o
understand and use are more easily tried and accepted than
the more complex ones.

Practices in which the resul ts are easy to
(3 ) . Visibility :
see are more readily accepted than those with less visible
results . In Eastern Nigeria, for example, l ook-trials con
ducted on farm_ers' plots by extension workers often resulted
in more cooperation and adoption than trials of practices
verbal ly rel ated to farmers.
(4). Divisibility : · Practices which can be tried on a small
scale, such as the look-see trials on farmers ' plots men
tioned above, are often more likely to be accepted than
those which cannot be split and tried on a small scale.
(5) . Utility : If the new practice shows a maj or improvement
over the existing methods, it has more chances of being
accepted. A farmer in Eastern Nigeria, for instance, could
easil y a ccept or adopt new seed variety if he felt that its
yield was high�r than that of his old variety o .
(6 ). Group Action : There are certain practices which need
group adoption . and there are others which need individual
adoption . Thus . while adoptiQn or acceptance of new ideas,
practices, or techniques such as fertilizer trials � new seed
varieties could be regarded as individual adoptions, the . .
buildin g of new schools, bridges, roads, hea l th centers, pipe
borne water, ma ternity homes, and the opening of same could
be termed group adoption o

The above points could serve as guidelines to the rural · de-

velopment agent in choosing his goals and objectives .

Recoqni tion and Applic ation of t he Concept s of Culture, Social

Organizat ion, Rol e of the Innovat or , and Cultural Bias to Rural .

Commun i ty Dev e lopment

The concep t o f culture s hows how customs ar e l inked with one
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a no t her , a nd how a cha n ge i n one way a ffe c t s ma ny ot her s . or how one
wel l e stabl i s h ed custom may prevent or r etard c ha n ge in a no t her .
Thus , when t he na t ur e o f cu s t oms and t he fa ct o f t he ir l in ka ge i s
wel l unders tood , a d eve lopment a gent ha s a pr imary fra me of r e ference
for pl a n n i n g a nd d ir e ct i n g h i s pro gram of cha n ge .

Th i s fra me of r efer

ence , oft en s p o ken of by s o c iJi l s c i ent i s t s as t h e " co n c ept of cul tur e . ''
i_s s imply t he under s t and i n g t ha t a l l peopl e everywher e be have i n a ccor
da nce wi t h pa t t er ns wh ich they have l earned in t he proce s s of growi n g
u p i n s o c i ety a nd wh i c h ma ke s e ns e t o t hem a s a n over-a l l d e s i gn for
l i v i ng . 2 8 Th i s und er s t a nd i n g of customs as l earned beha v i o r ma kes
peop l e awa r e t ha t cha n ge involves some d e gree o f unl ear n i n g a nd of new
l earn i n g .

Once t h i s i s ful ly under s t ood and rea l i zed , cha n ge a gent s

ca n f i nd h e l p i n gu id i ng c ha n ge t hrou gh us i n g pro c e s s e s of s u ggest io n
a nd of l ear n i n g .
A s o c ia l or ga n i zat i o n i s . a s et of cus t oms i n t erms o f wh i c h
peop l e coopera t e ; i t i s a par t of every cul ture o

The s o c ia l or gan

i za t i o n con s i s t s of reco gn i zed gr oup s of i nd i v idua l s who are a ccus
t omed t o a c t t o gether for certa i n purpo s e s and who a b i d e by c erta i n
codes o f behav i or .

The cod e s fr eque nt ly cons i s t of r i ght s a nd dut i e s ·

wh i c h t he gr oup exp ec t s i t s member s t o a bide by a nd wh i ch a r e t he
ba s i s of t he ir coop era t i o n .

The soc ia l or ga n i za t i on o f t h e peopl e ,

l i ke t h e ir cu l tur e of wh i c h i t i s a par t , cons t i tu t e s a n i n t errel ated
2 8Edward H. Sp i c er (ed . ) , Huma n Probl ems in Te chno l ogi ca l
Cha n ge· (New Yor k : John W i l ey & So ns , Inc . , 1952 ) , p � 287 .
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whole,_ and changes in one section will have greater or less repercus
sion on others.

In introducing a new idea. then, appropriate recog

nition must be given. or accorded to such social organizations as may
exist, since they may be potential channels of communication and co
operation and, therefore, a starting point for programs .
The application of th� concepts of culture and social organi
zation provide rural community development agents, as it were, with
maps of the ter rain in which they are wor king.
A new technique is always introduced by someone -- extension
agent, technician, administrator, or native leader .
though loosely, is known as an innovator.

Any one of them,

The innovator is also a

part of the change- situation, and his role as a factor must be as
sessed .
An innovator may be a native or a foreigner, but whatever the
case, his actions and activities must be evaluated with reference to
the culture and social or ganization of the people .

The actions or

activities may be in conflict with the customs of the people with
whom he is wor king o

Thus, the· history of the relations of the change

agent' s ethnic group with the people among whom he is working may be

an important basis of favorable or unfavor able attitud es toward him,

re ga rdless of his own individual charact eristic s .

His attitudes to

ward local customs, not only the techniques that he is trying to

change but also other customs not closely related, will be observed

and wil l influence his relations with the people .

Thus, his success

or failure may be very largely a result of the perception of him held
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by the people he is trying to influence .
The fourth and last concept is that of cultural bias, which
sho\\TS how identical behavior s in two different societies may have
quite different meanings .

In any program of change, therefore, the

agent should bear in mind that the culture in which he grows up pre
disposes him to certain views - and values.

Setting aside such precon

ceived views and values is necessary to succeed in introducing chan ge.
The four concepts discussed here appear to be primary for use
in guiding change programs .

They constitute vital mean s for apprais

ing a situation, for planning steps in initiating change, and for dis 
cerning causes of success or failure .
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· CHAPTER V I I

CONTINUOUS APPRAISAL AS A BAS IS FOR
CONSTANT ADJUSTMENT IN PROGRAMS
Change programs often induce and introduce change . not only
in practices but also in social relationships and attitudes .

Since

it is not possible to predict what all of these changes will be, and
s ince some of them will be chain reactions, constant analysis is es
s ent ia 1 to ensure continued adjustments .

If a setback develops at

either the top or the bottom of the lines of connnunication, or within
them, that fact s hould be considered immediately .

If it becomes ap

parent that lines of communication are not adequately carrying t hrough
from top to bottom or from bottom to top becaus e of blocks, quick rec
tification is essential in order to forestall discouragement or failure.
The rural conmrnnity development expert ' s role in this case is,
therefore, constantly to observe , analyze, and understand these pro
cesses .

To do this, he shouid refrain from occupying an � dministra

tive position; he should, instead, be free to study all sewnents of
the · total process of change and made respons ibl e for doing so .

If

his • position is an administra tive one, he will almost certainly be
restricted to one segment of the process and, therefore, not be able
to make the observations and recommenda_tions of which he is capable.
He should, however, be a staff member, fr�e to communicate and advise
with all responsible administrators and technician s � including those
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in the highe�t authority o

In such consultation he is the specialist

who should be depended upon for an understand i ng of the beliefs and
attitudes that lie hidden behind present practices and which of these
it will be difficult and which easy to change.

He should also know

to what extent change is being accepted and blended with traditional
knowledge .

His analysis must _ be pr_ecise and, especially, sufficiently

current to portray cha.in reactions and keep the program in continuous
adjustment .

By no means the least of his contributions should be a

continuous appraisal of the extent to which the knowledge and desires
of the people at the bottom of the channels of communication are trav
eling upward and being interpreted to technicians and administrators.
Since the specialist is only a member of a team of workers , it
must be kept in mind that this . team will include not only outside tech

nicians bu t all the highest authorities and best technicians of the

Re gion and the leaders of the rural community groups that change pro
grams are designed to serve. Because human relations are dynamic , the

specialist has learned that his chief task is to study people and pro
grams in action .

To do this · effectively, therefore, he must learn

what the human relations, attitudes, and practices are before programs
are launched and what desired changes are contemplated.

The rural

specialist must analyze constant ly what has happened to these human

relations, attitudes, and practices in the process of change .

Such

an analysis is his greatest single contribution to the other members of
29
the team on which he works q
29 Spicer , .Q.Q.• cit . , p. 293.
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CHAPTffi V I I I
SUMMARY

The main concern of this study was to analy ze rural community
development and its implications in Easter n Nigeria, with a view to
f inding effective ways of stimulating, helping, and teaching the
rural people to adopt new methods and to learn new s kills.

Consider

ation was also given to the possibility of helping the rural people to
adapt their way of life to the changes they accepted or have had im
posed upon them, while ensuring that as change occurred, i t did not
destroy the people' s spirit of community .
The inhabitants of the rural communities of Eastern Nigeria
have for many decades continued to practice their traditional methods
and skills with little or no sign of the impact of modern change.
Wherever some meager changes did occur, such changes created more new
problems than the old ones they were meant to solve.

Most changes up

s et the people' s traditional way of life without providing them with
adequate alternative ways for dealing with the negative effects fur
ther created by such changes.
The Easter n Region of Nigeria, located in the southeastern
part of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, had a land area of 29,484
square miles and a population of well over 14 million people .

The

climate ranged from tropical to sub-tropical with cool to hot temper
atures and sparse to heavy rains.

The vegetation and soil ran accord

in g to the topography and ra infall -- runnin g from very good to
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very poor .
The rural communities of Eastern Ni_geria were mainly farming
collectivities of from a few hundred to a few thousand inhabitants.
These communities could neither levy taxes nor make - le bral decisions of
maj or significance .

The popul ations 1·1ere often not literate, and

l eadership patterns were usually poorly d eveloped .

Rivalry, competi

tion, and suspicion frequently limited cooperation among the people .
Moreover. basic technical services were poorly d eveloped, and some
t imes lacking completely.

Thus . even if the rural communities de

fined their needs, they could not often get the outside support that
they wished .
The government of Eastern Nigeria, however, had a definite
policy of helping those communities that demonstrated adequately in
ternal or local self-help .

It could not at any rate be said that this

go·v ernment policy was fully and appropriately explained to all the
communities involved.

Diffusion of new ideas was slow and ineffective

as a result of lack of adequate communication between the Regional
government and the local com�unities o Rural families and local church
orga nizations usually played important roles in helpin g to d isseminate
new ideas and practices and, occasionally, could also help to impede
change .

Government agencies -- the Ministries of Internal Affairs,

Health , Local Government . Agriculture, and Education - - all contrib
uted immensely toward the development of the rural areas.

They pri

nrarily executed government development policy without prior consent
of the rur al people concerned o

Basic decisions affectin� such
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communities were thus made from outside, and usually most local inhab
i tants did not even know how or ,�hy such decisions were made .

Further

more, many organs_ of these government agencies somewhat r.etarded change
i nstead of promoting it .

For instance, the customary court system, an

organ of the Ministry of Justice, usually upheld traditional ideas and
values to the detriment of mo� ern change .
Rural community development in Eastern Nigeria, therefore .
could be described as being liable to many varying factors, some of
which could promote or retard change in the communities .

Such factors

as communications media, county agent or extension worker . social char
acteristics and personality orientations of the people, e conomic . cul
tural, social, and psychological t.raits . were only a few of the possi
ble long list of factors involved.
In order to make rural development in Eastern Nigeria a suc
cess, it would be essential to work within effective principles and
methods as stated below:
Discontent with existing conditions in the community must initiate or sanction the development of a change agency; such discontent
must be focused and channeled into organization, planning, and action
with respect to specific probl�ms; the discontent which initiates or
sustains community organization must be widely shared in the commu
nity ; the development agency must involve leaders (both formal and
informal) identified with and accepted by major subgroups in the com
munitY i such development agency must have goals and methods of pro

cedure of high acceptability; the agency must develop active and
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effective lines of communication both wit h in the agency and between
the agency and the rural community ; the development agency must seek
to support and to strengt hen the groups which -it brings together in
cooperative work ; moreover, such an agency should be flexible in its
or ganizational procedures without necessarily d isrupting its regular
d ec is ion mak ing rout ines ; the -agency should develop a pace for its
work relative to exist ing cond itions in the rural community; such an
agency should seek to develop eff�ct ive leaders, and in add ition , must
develop strength , stability , and prestige in t he community.
To enhance such rural development principles and methods as
listed above , community goals must be so chosen as to include broad ,
intermed iate , and operat ional goals.

Barriers to goal sett ing, such

as imposition, over-.abstraction, over-asp irat ion , lack of awareness ,
premature d ecision-making, and inadequate resources must be taken into
cons ideration and countered by a development agency.
Furthermore , there must be a creat ion or stimulation of some
pre-cond itions that should be instrumental to rapid rural development
and adoption.

For example, the rural communi_ties must be given some

power to tax themselves whenever necessary; the Regional government
must allocate funds toward the development of its rural areas ; techni
cal services in health, agriculture, education, and the l ike must be
well developed and made ava ilable.

A rural development agency could speed up change in t hese

rural areas by working through ex isting channels, such a s educational
institutions · -- schools and churches, �dult educat ion centers -- and
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by agricultural extension education, office calls, meet i ngs, and the
l i ke.
It would be necessary, in order to speed up change in these
local commun ities, to use appropriate communication methods 0
should be a combi nation of spoken words and visual aids.

.

This

Such ·primary,

d isplayed and proj ected visual aids must be used as , effectively as pos
s i ble to create nccess�ry impacts in the minds of the local people • .
The commun ity development a �ency, moreover, must know the adop

tion processes and the communication methods used to bring them about
i n order to be in a good position to evaluate and determine the peo
ple' s reaction and response to change o

Such agency must , in add ition ,

know such factors as cost, complexity, visibility, d i v i s i bility, util
i ty, and group action which often tend to limit change and adopt ion.
The development agency, in order to succeed in Eastern Nigeria,
must work within the limi ts of the concepts of culture, social organi
zat ion, role of the innovator, and cultural bias.

These four concepts

constitute v ital means for apprais ing a situat i on for planning steps
i n i �itiating change and for discerning causes of succes s or failuie.
Analysis of such causes should give answers to the following
questions:

Have the cultural linkages been discovered and utilized in

the procedure?

Has work been carried on through the existi ng social organiza-

t i on or have social orga nizations been set up which confli ct with

those previousl y i n ex i stence?
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How are the innovators' purposes and ivays of behavior
regarded?
Have the i nnovators or change agents mis interpreted the re
sponses of the local people through cul tura l bias?
Have the needs that are felt been obscured by opposition to
methods of introduction?
The answers to . such questions as these would provide a diagno
s is which mi ght then be a bas is for action in ways determined by
specific s ituations .
Finally, the importance of continuous appra i sal as a bas is
for constant adj ustments in programs could not be over-emphasi zed.
Change programs would not only induce and introduce change i n practi ces
and techn iques but also i n soc ial rel ationships and atti tudes .

To

know in advance what a ll of these changes woul d be is i mpossi bl e .
Constant analys i s �ould, therefore, be essential to ensure needed ad
justments and required p in-po inting of areas or s pots that might lead
to fai lure or disappointment. The rol e of the rural communi ty expert,
agent, or agency in this program evaluation would be to constantly
observe. anal yze, and understand these processes, and to make adjustments accord in gly.
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